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Amtrak pileup injures 71
CELEBRATE
THE SEASON OF
GIVING
The Chronicle's exclusive
guide to charit y opport unities
during the holidays
The holidays are rapidly approaching and many people are shopping for
gifts to give to family and friends.There
are many opportunities to also give to
those in need this season. Illinois First
Lady Patricia Blagojevich, the Chicago
Bears, the Chicago White Sox and many
oth ers are sponsoring charity drives
and need your participation. Find out
how to make a simple donation to help
underprivileged ch ildren and fam ilies
in Chicago.
• SEE PG. 36

Engine 60 firefighters assist passengers after an Amtrak train collided with a freight train near 52nd Street on the South Side.
Andrew A. Nelles THE CHRONICLE

Amtrak train No. 371 from Grand Rapids, Mich.
to Chicago lies twisted on the tracks shortly after
colliding with a freight train near 52nd Street on
the morning of Nov. 30. The Amtrak train was carrying 187 passengers at the time of the wreck.
Seventy-one people were taken to area hospitals,
according to authorities. Uninjured passengers were
transported to Chicago Union Station, 225 S. Canal
St.. to resume t heir travels.

Amtrak passenger train crashes
Into freight train on same track
by Tim Hunt
Assistant Photo Editor
AN AMTRAK passenger train collided into a

Norfolk SOut hern freight train on the south
Side, injuring 71 people on Nov 30.
At the time of press, s passengers were in
critical condition, 22 were in fair condition
and 44 suffered minor injuries, said Kevin
Smith, spokesman for the Office of Emergency Management and Communication.
Amtrak train 371 from Grand Rapids,
Mich. was traveling at approximately 20
mph when it plowed into the back of the
freight.train. The Amtrak train's engine car,

Tim Hunt THE CHRONICLE

Andrew A. Nelles THE CHRONICLE

which contained five employees, bore the
brunt of the dam age when it lifted off of
the tracks and crashed on top of the freigh t
train.
"Nobody felt [or[ saw it coming; said passenger Coert Vanderhill of Holland, Mich.
"There was no braking."
Many injuries were s ustained as passengers slammed into the seats in front
of them.
Following the incident, most of the 187
passengers were transported by CTA buses
to Chicago Union Station, 22S s. Canal St.,
to continue on their travels, according to
an Amtrak statement.
"The response was g reat; Vander hill
said. "Everybody was calm [and] everybody
helped each other."

Rescue personnel had to cut through the
security fence in order to evacuate passengers, Smith said.
Th ose with minor inju ries were transported to a makeshift triage center approximately two blocks from the accident site at
Princeton AC Elementary, suss. Princeton
Ave. Those with more serious injuries were
taken to a triage adjacent to the tracks.
Authorities said 71 people were taken to
area hospitals.
Although Amtrak and Norfolk Southern
sha re the track, as of press time, the exact
cause of the impact is unknown.
thunt@chroniclemail.com
Additional reporting by Andrew A. Nelles and
Bechy Schliherman

EATERS,
CHEW ON THIS
Local student cultivates
his hearty appetite for
competit ive eating
Pat Bertoletti was always an eager
eater. But when the Chicago native
began culinary school, he fou nd himself thinking about food 24 hours a day,
seven days a week.So to curb h is obsess ion with food, he decided to put his
energy into a competitive eating contest at a pizzeria in the Chicago suburbs.
Three years later, Bertoletti has risen in
t he ranks to become the No. 2-ranked
competitive eater in the world, putting
him at the top of a sport rapidly rising
in popularity.
, SEE PG. 20
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What's better than aletter?
wanted, while each gift remains a mystery.
But I'm still not satisfied. Sure, the element
of surprise may be reintroduced in that
equation, but nonetheless it's just buying
them something. I don't want to buy a present that they want because it's practical, or
because they couldn't afford it. I want my
presents to mean something more.
A few years ago, my aunts learned that
although my brothers and I appreciated their
efforts in picking out our pre5ents, a check
was always a good bet. It's come to the point
where every year, after opening an envelope
and watclting the bill/check fall to the floor,
we mockingly say, "Oh, it's the perfect size,"
Amanda Maurer
or "It's just the right color!"
Editor-in-Chief
l don't blame my aunts for giving up on
So it's finally come to that time when the J;mying us presents, and l s uppose in some
dreaded holiday present list must be drafted. warped way it benefits us all. They don't
It's intimidating, only because I've have to worry about what they should buy
reached the point where I'd rather enjoy us, and we receive a gift that we can use
the season with my family and friends than in whichever way we choose. But still, the
worry about the gifts I give. So what's a sentiment behind the action is all wrong. A
poor college student to do?
gift shouldn't be given because it's practical
Be creative, I'm guessing. And as much as or easy. During the holidays, they should
I enjoy Christmas shopping, I want to give mean something more.
Both of these present-giving methods
something more than a little gizmo I can
f\nd in Target's dollar aisle. (Those gems are stem from the same source: money. And
reserved for my closest confidants.)
the problem with this is once the holidays
The pressure was turned on during have ended, l feel like a bunch of us simply
Thanksgiving when my oldes t brother exchanged $20 bills.
suggested that my family should exchange
So this year l may go a different route.
Christmas lists. This comes after several
years of us basically walking up to one
another, asking what each other wanted,
and then going out (usually with that
person).to make the purchase.
Needless to say this is a long way from when
we were children puslting the cart through
Toys "R" Us, while hiding each others' gifts
under our brightly colored coats.
l completely understand his point of
view; he wants a bit of the season's magic
put back into the holiday. With Christmas
lists, we'll each receive several item s we

TABLE OF CONTENlS

A few weeks ago a professor suggested a
gift that may actually work for some people
on my list: Write a letter. In it,she suggested
you should tell that person what they mean
to you, and how you're grateful for him or
her. And I love this idea.
Feel free to criticize, but in the world of
e-mail,AIMandGmail chats,! think that the
art of communicating through a letter has
been lost.Think about it.Howoften do you sit
down to write a letter? I'm looking forward to
putting my thoughts on paper, and expressing myself without using abbreviations like
"LOL." Sure it takes extra time and effort, but
isn't that the wi)ole point-to spend some
time during the holidays doing something
nice for a person,without expecting anything
in return? And when that person's done reading the letter, they can keep it.
Ifdone properly, receiving a heartfelt letter
must be touclting. It makes so much sense,
because who doesn't like hearing how they've
made an impact in someone's life? Not to
mention, it's the perfect price: Free.
Don't worry, l don't think nw Christmas
gifts will be limited to letters, but l think that
they can add a good deal to a present that may
not have much thought behind it.
And maybe I'll add a little something
from Target's dollar aisle too.
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"Obvious ly, everybody needs to be
mindful of t heir consumption. I think the
most important thing is holding private
entities responsible, but not through the
government."

"I recycle at home daily. I try not to
waste too [much] material that looks
like it can be recycled. I try to keep
things clean around nie."

".Really think about everything you do
and how it affects you. Every piece of plastic, every piece of paper you throw out, it
all has an effect in the long run."

Nick O' Hollearm
2006 Alumnus

Dionte Cartwright
Sophomore
Music Composition

George Hurden
Sophomore
Audio Arts and Acoustics
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Campus News
UC employee accused of voyeurism
by George P. Slefo
Associate Editor

SHAUN HARKNESS, a University Center of
Chicago employee, was suspended on Nov.
15 after dorm officials were htformed he
was involved with voyeurism, extortion and
burglary, according to a statement released
by thj! University Center..
Prior to working at the University Center,
525 S. State St., Harkness, 28, was·a dorm
employee at the University ofAkron in Ohio
between 2003 and 2006.
While at the University of Akron, Harkness worked for the Office of Residence Life
and Housing, which allowed him full access
· to showers, dorm rooms and even bath rooms, according to Paul Callahan, police
chief at the University ofAkron.
At Akron, Harkness ins talled hidden
cameras in female bathrooms and showers, police said. He also broke into several
female students' dorm rooms and stole
pictures from their computers, Callahan
said.
Harkness worked as an assignment coordinator at the University Center for more
than a year, and University Center officials
are expressing concern that he may have

conducted similar actions toward their
residents.
Janice Johnson, executive director of the
University Center,which is managed by U.S.
Equities Realty, said the investigation of
Harkness is ongoing. ·
"As soon as we learned about [Harkness'! actions we immediately conducted
an investigation," Johnson said. "So far, we
have not found any evidence that [Harkness! conducted any of his previous acts at
the University Center."
Harkness was arrested on Oct. 21 when
a University of Akron student told police
she was receiving threatening e-mails with
pictures of herself from a n anonymous
source. Police later traced the e-mail back
to Harkness' computer.
Naperville palice arrested Harkness at
his home on the 2400 block ofwarm Spring
Avenue, according to the police report.
And while the University Center performs
background checks on all of its staff, they
were not informed of Harkness' actions or
arrest until Nov. 8.
., ·'
Harkness currently filces two counts of
voyeurism, two counts of extortion and 10
counts of burglary, according to his Nov. 7
criminal rc;cor~,,

Columbia expressed its concern in a statem ent that said, "The Univers ity Center is
a non-profit entity that operates independently of the college ...We share the con cerns
expressed by our students.These allegations,
if true, are serious and merit attention. We
will address our concerns with [the University Center'sI management."
Another statement released by a University Center public relations representative,
s4id, "No incidents concerning Harkness
have been reported at the University Center,
but we felt obligated to [suspend Harkness!
in the interest of our residents' safety and
security."
Despite the University Center's response,
one of the mega-dorm's residents, Andrea
Palmieri, a Columbia freshman, said she
plans on moving out of the University
Cente r next year.
"You have a lot of incidents that go on
[in the University Center! that don 't get
reported to the security guards or RAs," she
said. "That's why I'm leaving this place next
year ... I don't feel safe."

gslefo@chroniclemail.com

Calendar
Free Apple Workshop
Columbia students and faculty
can attend this free event on
Dec. 5 from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. in
the Alexandroff Campus Center,
600 S. Michigan Ave. , room
921. The workshop will be given
by Columbia's Apple Campus
representative Suzanne Marlatt
and will cover Apple operating
systems Tiger and Leopard in
addition to allowing participants
create projects using ilife '08.
Interested parties must e-mai l
Marlatt at Suzanne.Marlatt@
mac.com.
For more information, call
Suzanne Marlatt at (512) 9636711.

Librarians on tour
Columbia librarians Paula Epstein and Shirley Bennett will
set up in the Residence Center,
731 S. Plymouth Court, on Dec.
4 and Dec. 6. to assist students
with research questions and
find ing credible sources for final
papers and proj ects. The librarians will be there f rom 1 p.m . to
3 p.m. each day.
For more information, call Shirley
Behnett at (312) 344-7369.

'Romeo & Juliet'
Directed by Artist-In-Residence
Tom Mula and Tl'leater Department chair. Sheldon Patinkin,
a production of Shakespeare's
classic play will take place at 11
a.m. on Dec. 5 in t he Getz Theater at 62 E. 11th St. The play
runs through Dec. 9.
For more information, call Susan
Padveen at (312) 344-6104.

Science and Math
Colloquium
stress relief massages were avallaol~ Columbia students, free of charge, In the community lounge In the Resldence'CEonter, 731 S. Plymouth
Nov. 27. From the left. massage therapist Sally Richards, Jennifer ttemmer and Danyell Dillingham work on students Courtney Frazer and Shareefa

to

.
Chuck Wu THE CH.RONICLE
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Columbia in 10 seconds ... or less
Aggravated robbery on campus

Columbia starts 'Legacy Society' Staffer nationally recognized

On Nov. 27 a t 8:30 p.m., an offender
attempted to rob a citizen at the corner of
Wabash Avenue and nth Street, according
to a release by the Office of Campus Safety
and Security. The release said the offender
tried to lead the person to an ATM usin g
what seemed to be a concealed weapon.
Students a nd faculty s h ould report
S...15picious behavior t o Columbia's security guards at (312) 344-6804 or the Chicago
Police Department at 3ll.

In November, Columbia established "The
Alexandroff Legacy Society," named after ·
1962 to 1992 President Mirron Alexandroff,
an estate-donation plan to ensure Columbia's future financial stability.
The society offers estate planning seminars to members and, depending on the
size of the individual's estate commitment,
offers potential building-naming opportunitieson campus.

Andrew Oleksiuk,a computer technician
in the Inte ractive Arts and Media Departme nt, won the 2007 America n Philatelic
society's Ernest A. Kehr Award last month
for his work developing the Chicago Philatelic SOCiety's "Stamps for Kids."
"Stamps for Kids" provides free stamps
to Chicago area youth organizations and
schools to start stamp clubs.

Dr. Scott Holley from Yale University will lead this discussion on
how zebrafish are being studied
to understand spinal column
development. The event will take
place on Dec. 6 at 5 p.m. in the
Ferguson Auditorium in the Alexandroff Campus Center, 600 S.
Michigan Ave.
For more information, call Kevin
Fuller at (312) 344-8505.

SeCUrltY"illd'surveys highlight SGA meeting
by Robert Bykowski
A',•,,•.,trmt

C<~tfi(JII',

Nr:w•, I rlllor

rHE NOV 1.7 '-,luclf:lll (;OVl'l 111lll'Jll A S~Oc ia

t 1on llll'l'f •nx in 1he lfokin Ann«:x focu~cd
un ' ('( 'llfll y l ">"t U l'h at Columb1a and a new

""dent ' urvey recently unwiled by the
organiza t ion .

Martha M t·e~;~ n. director of Campus
S;rfety ~ncl Sen11 it y,was in "' tcndance and
s pent her time informing the S(;Asenators
of variou' M·curi t y initiative ~ and fre lding
qu c~ ti o n h from

the senator!o..

Meega n s poke

~ bout

th e s uccessful

Nov. Jc; testing of Col umbia 's e mergen cy
~t.·s ponst•

notifu:at ion syste m and brit•fl y

tou ched on plan' to install I.CJJ display
:-.crt·cnf. tluoughout Columbi a\ buildings,

which wou ld be uM·d in the <'vt'lll of <·nwr
gt: nc y to give pc rli nen l informa tion.

Meegan th en tran s itio ned to taking
t.JUCstions from I he SGA members. A major

D~rector of Campus Safety and Security Martha Meegan addresses the Student Government Association during its Nov. 27 meeting In the Hokln Annex in the
Wabash Campus OUIIdlng, 623 S. Wabash Ave.

Tim Hunt THE CHRONICLE

point of contention came as nume rous sen·

aturs posed questions to Meega n regard ing
Columbia's s ubcontracting of security personnel from Wackenhut Corporation. The
company lurs come unde r fire locall y for
refusing to renew an agreement with the
union that services Wackenhut's employees , incl udin g the security personnel at
Columbia.
"We really do value safety and security,"
Meegan sa id. jjwe co ntinue to ex plore,

investiga te and determine whether or not
the services we get from ]all of our vendors]
arc the utmost thatwedeserve."
As questions rega rding the hea lth insurance pla ns wackenhut employees receive
post -union continued, Meega n repeatedly told the aud ience "there's two sides
to every s tory " before e ve n tually tell ing
the senators that Columbia worked with
Wac i<L·nhut lo r c vi l'w Lhl' cun1pany's

benefits packages. Meega n didn't get into
specifics and told the senators they needed
to do research.
"You n eed to know the facts , and you
n eed to find out t he facts ," Meegan sa id.
"Don't let th e facts come from me. The
facts aren't from me. We have stude nts
he re t hat are in jou rnalis m. Do investigative report ing, but check out both sides."
In a later interview, Meegan sa id Columbia Hu man Resou rces employees worked
with employees of wacken hut to compare
th e college's be ne fit~ plan, Wackenhut's
be nefi t pla n and t he employees' former
union plan. As of press time, parties contacted at Columbia and w ackenhut to verify
that information had not responded.
At th e meeting, the SGA also addressed
the recent re lease o f t he SGA's St udent

Survey, wh ich the Student Affairs Com m ittee of th e SG A put together to gauge
student opinion on a variety of topics. An
initial link to th e survey was sent out to
students' Loop e-mail accounts, and a link
for t he s urvey can be found on the 'Students' page of Columbia's website.
"For the ]SGA] it will h elp guide policy
and planning for t he next year," said Cultura l Studies De partment senator Andrew
Breen,adding the data will be shared with
Columbia's administration.
This is th e second time the SGA has
released a student survey, having done so
in 2005. An estimated 650 students took the
s urvey then, and Breen sa id h e would like
to get 1,500 s tudents to take the survey this
time.Thesurveywill beavailableoverwinter
brea k and will c;lose shortly after the s pring

semester starts.
The meeting and responses from Meegan
netted mixed results. SGA president Brian
Matos said the meeting "might have been
the best m eeting we have had in SGA in .
terms of input and dialogue," while Breen
said he walked away disappointed and felt
that Meegan belittled th e senators and
talked down to them .
"Honestly, it could've gone a lot worse;
said Lara Magyar, the SGA's vice president.
"I th ink that some people are probably
unsatisfied with the answers they got, but
at l ~ast t h ey got to ask their questions.
And on ce th at's in the air Martha can't
un-hear it. Sh e knows that there are upset
people."

rbyhowsh i @chroniclema i I f Om

The Music Center of Columbia College Chicago
1014 S. Michigan at 11 1h St.
Concert

H a I I

Events

Monday December 3

Jazz Guitar Ensemble 3 Recital
Drums & Percussion Recital
Gospel Choir in Concert

12:00 PM
3:00 PM
7:00PM

Tuesday December 4

for more Information contact

R&B Ensemble in Concert
Groove .Sand 2 in Concert

ncyclinglilcolum.edu

CtJLUtv1e{A COLlE6t RECYCLING- PROGRAM

12:00 PM
7:00PM

Wednesday December 5

Musical Theatre Workshop
Musical Theatre Workshop 2
Jazz Combo Fest

12:00 PM
3:30PM
6:00PM

Thursday December 6

Songwriting Recital
Pop Orchestra in Concert
Friday December 7

Masters Program Composition 2:
Music and Movement
Primary Piano Concert
at the Sherwood Co

Columbi a~
CO LL EGE

C HICAOO

dc<20

12:00 PM
3:00PM
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Famous photos top donation in '06
121-piece collection to begin
national tour this summer

honed his photograph developing skills, a
hobby supplementing his real estate day
job.
by Beth Palmer
"That collection is one of the truly excepGampus News Editor
tional resources for the Photo Department,"
Thall said.
THE RELEASE of Columbia's 2005-2006 federThe black and white photos in "On Readal990 tax form shaws the largest donation ing" were taken between the 1920s and
from an individual to the college came in 1960s, mostly in Paris but also in Kertesz's
the form of a collection of UI original Andre native country, Hungary, and in the United
Kertesz photographs worth $490,000.
States; they vary from a close-up of a beetle
Richard A. Hanson,
on an open book to a
the principal in a local
street urchin sitting
on a pile of old newsreal estate entity, Mesa
Development Group,
papers.
donatedthephotocolThall said the upcoming national tour of
lection "On Reading,"
the collection between
by Kertesz, in 2006 to
2008 and 2010 would
the Museum of Conserve Columbia well.
temporary Photogra"(The tour] is great
phy in the Alexandroff
for helping to promote
Campus Center, 600 s.
the college and the
Michigan Ave. Columbia officials called the -Richard A. Hanson, Chicago real museum," he said.
Curatorial Ass is collection an invaluestate developer who donated a
able asset and teaching photo collection to Columbia worth tance, INC based in
Pas adena, Calif., is
tool for the museum
$490,000
· and students because
touring "On Reading"
for Columbia's Museum
Kertesz is considered
a pioneer of "street ·photography" and the of Contemporary Photography. The first
collection is generally considered a staple destination is the Portland Museum
of Art in Maine, followed by the Grand
of contemporary photography.
"I just love photography," Hanson said. Rapids Art Museum, the Cornell Fine Arts
"I thought if tlief'went to Columbia they Museum in Winter Park, Fla., the William
w9uld be used in the teaching aspect."
D. Cannon Art Gallery in Carlsbad, Calif.
Hanson said he took photography classes and the Fresno Metropolitan Museum
at Columbia in 1996,where he m et Bob Thall, of Art and Science in Fresno, Calif.
chair of the Photography Department, and
Hanson said the tour falls into line with

what he hoped the college would do with
the collection.
"The beauty of this gift is it's being used,"
he said. "It's alive, it's a living gift. It's out
there and everyone can see it."
Rod Slemmons, director of the Museum
of Contemporary Photography, said the
donation immediately stirred n ational
interest.
"People freaked out when they found out
we have it," Slemmons said. "It brings a lot

of attention."
The m useum displayed the collection
from June 9 to Aug. 5, 2006.
"That was a seriously amazing donation,"
slemmons said. "Kertesz is really important
in contemporary photography."
bpalmer@chroniclemail.com

"The beauty of this
gift is it's being used.
It'.s alive, it's a living
gift. It's out there and
everyone can see it."

'Paris, 1929,' is one of the 121 original Andre Kertesz photos in the 'On Reading' collection.
<!:> Estate of Andre Kertesz, Courtesy THE MUSEUM OF CONTEMPORARY PHOTOGRAPHY

, If not, you will be -restricted fron:- registering for spring classes: SFS. hcis~'placed
REGISTRATION HOLDS on student accounts that are not curre~t.on .their llala
Stuaents are notifie&of-h~ldstllrough their Co.lumb!a student email account qnd by the
Stu.dent Fina.~cial Services ~elp !!ne call campaign~ .
..
..
. · ~ ",

Payments can be _ma.~e- ~mline through CCCPay, by mail ~sent to the SFS contact
address below,) or in person·cit the cashier window loc~ted at 600 Michigan Ave
~m the 3rd floor.
·
·
·

s:.

If you have any additional questions, or would like to review your financing options,
please contact SFS by dialing our toll-free help line: 1.866.705.0200. You can also
visit our Custol'!'er Service Options ~ebpage: ~.colum.edu/sfs

SFS

STVO£HJ

n#ltANCIA t

-JO?VICI'$

600 S. Michigan Ave, St 303
Chicago, IL 60605

Columbia c
COLLEGE

CHICAGO
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When art and social responsibility combin
Student planners invite live
local bands to environmentally
conscious event
by Derek Kucynda
Assistan t Campus News Editor

There will be booths set up to educate
students on the importance of using renewable energy. Also, Columbia's Recycling Program will have a booth so representatives
can discuss ways students ca n recycle in
their daily lives. In addition, there will be a
voter's registration booth and another for
volunteer work.
Aside from teaching students how to
be good citizens, there will be visual art,
movies and spoken word perform~mces
shown during the event. There will also be
live bands playing throughout the evening,
including Company of Thieves, Rachele
Eve and Flowers for Dorian.
According to Karl Ho utz, a senior arts,
entertainment and media management
major and event director for "Winter Burning," the bands' genres range from rock
and soul bands, to pop a nd metal bands.
The idea to incorporate music with environmental and electoral concerns was a
collaborative effort by the students who are
involved in "Winter Burning." Houtz said
caring about the environment and being a
good citizen is really important, especially
in today's society, and he hopes "Winter
Burning" will motivate students to create
change.
"Even if people don't pay attention to it,
they know that there [are) certain problems with environment and they know
there )are) certain problems with government," Houtz ,said. "It's more about
taking responsibility for where you live
[and) having some pride in being an

wi nter rages on, many individuals
are mindful of the resources they use this
holiday season. But from Christmas lights
to heaters, conserving energy in the winter
can be a difficult thing to do. .
The "Winter Burning Ci tizens' Awareness Festival," is taking place at t he Hokin
Center in the Wabash Campus Building,623
s. wabash Ave., on Dec. 6. "Winter Burning" was established to educate students
how to be responsible citizens who are
environmentally conscious, volunteering
and voti ng in upcoming elections.The students from t he Events: Concert and Festival
Monica Grayless discusses last-minute plans for W inter Burning· with her students at a class meeting
Production Management class, taught by
on Nov. 29.
·
Monica Grayless, a faculty mem.ber in the
Courtesy VIC WAGNER
Arts, Entertainment and Media Management Department, are hosting the event.
"Winter Burning" will also feature multigenre bands during the festival and comeshe hopes students will learn more about
being environmentally conscious.
dic impressionist Tim Kilbride will host
"We should care more about the environthe event.
Melissa Dippel, a sophomore arts, enterment and recycling [and) people need to be
tainment and media management major, is
aware of [these issues)," Hemauer said. "I
part of the class organizing "Winter Burnthink it's easier for kids our age not to care.
This [event)would be very helpful to motivate
ing" and said they chose the topic of being
a good citizen because they hope students
people to care more about [these) issues."
will find some interest in being environmentally conscious.
· winter Burning· will take place on Dec. 6
"[We) want students [to) relate to it on a American."
from 4 p.m. to 7 p.m at the Hokin Center in the The l~go for "Winter Burning Citizens· Awarenes~
personal level," Dippel said. "A lot of people
Jessica Hemauer, a sophomore art and Wabash Campus Building, 623 S. Wabash Ave. Festival," an event created ·by Columbia students.
don't know about the problems the earth design major, said she would attend
Courtesy VIC WAGNER
faces."
"Winter Burning" to see the music, and
dkucynda@chroniclemail.com
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'Silver Ton ue:' an expo of talent
by Derek l<ucynda
A ~~i~ ta nt

Campus News Editor

FROM HIP HOP rhymes lo reci ting li nes ,
being pari of diffe rent cliques, to getting
sick, eoun le rac ting rncia l tension, even
lovers and fami lies were m e ntion ed by
Columhia students <I t the inaugurai"Silver
Tongue" spoke n word eve nt.
The monthly lite rary reading series he ld
it s fn·sl event o n Nov. 2R at the Hesidence
Cent er, ?J J S. Plymouth Court. The audience
of mon• th an 40 peo ple watch ed poetry,
haiku and short story performa nces. The
night focused on the Cri tical Encounters
theme "Poverty a nd Privilege."
Dave Snyder, administrative a ssistant
at the oni ce of Co llege -Wide Events sa id
he and Ji ll Summe rs, director of CollegeWide Events , wrote up a proposal for "Silver
To ng ue" last m o nth a nd t he budget was
approved immediately. Snyde r a nd Su mm e rs wanted the s tudents to become
involved in a li terary series that includes
more acade mic-based readings, he said.
"The series is about providing a forum
for la ng uage-based artwork [like[ fiction
a nd poet1y at Columbia," Snyder said. "The
oth e r purpose is to build [a[ community
[fori student writers at Columbia."
Nicole Ondracka, a senior radio major,
was impressed with "Silver Tongue."
" I thought the show was great," she said.
"There [were! a lot of really talented people
who came out he re today. I thought it was
interesting and differe nt and it was nice
to hear othe r people's opinions, especially
about t he city [of Chicago[."
Every month, "Silver Tongue" will invite
writers from Columbia, as well as writers
from the community to perform their work
and get to know one another.

students and Neosh also contacted students
personally asking them to perform. In addition, they invited professional writer/poet
and Columbia alumnus Idris Goodwin to be
a guest speaker for the event.
"Silver Tongue" focused on the theme "Poverty and Privilege" and Snyder said it worked
well with the timing of "SilverTongue."
"We thought it was the perfect time of
yea r," Snyder said. "It's on the tail end of
Thanksgiving and people are thankful for
those privileges that they have."
Goodwin said he is awa re of his life's
privileges. He said h e looks at his life and
issues surrounding him trying to see things
through different viewpoints. As part of the
middle class, he is cognizant of the paradox
within.his family. While his mother and
father were also a part of middle class American society, his grandparents were not as
well-off as he or his parents, he said.
"Privilege is the ability to make drastic
change when you decide you've had enough."
he said.
Goodwin, who graduated in 2000 with a
bachelor's degree in film and video, said the
staff at Columbia was very "no-nonsense" and
taught him to learn the basics and the history
before exploring a particular major.
Neosh said she hopes to continue being
involved with Columbia and wants to keep
promoting and supporting "Silver Tongue."
Toni White. a junior fil m and video major, reads poetry at the first "Silver Tongue' event at the Residence She said she considers Columbia a positive
aspect in her life.
Center. 731 S. Plymouth Court., on Nov. 28.
Rachael Strecher THE CHRONICLE·
"I think the fact that we are going to colToni White,a junior film and video major, Ito) bring writers together," White said. "I lege is a privilege in itself,".sh e said.
pei"formed her pdetty for the first time at definit~ly hope to be reading for the next
"Silver Tongue," reading about her experi- couple of series coming up."
· "Silver Thngue· will be held at the end of each
ences growing up as a minority. White said
This past month, Snyder, Summers and month. For more information, e-mail Dave
she likes the idea of "Silver Tongue."
Jasmine Neosh, a freshman fiction writing Snyder at dsnyder@colum.edu.
"I think it is a really good series [and] I major and student curator for "SilverTongue;•
dhucynda@chroniclemail.t;om
th ought it w as a good idea for the series collaborated to collect submissions from
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Student course evaluations are now online!
Starting the week of November 28th, 2007 until the
end of claues, go to colum.edu/students
and make your voice countl
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The Columbia Chronicle is hiring for the Spring 2008 semester!
Please come to the ·<;:olumbia Chronicle office and pick up
an application for one of the following available positions:
Assistant Campus News Editor.
Campus News Editor
City Beat Editor
Assistant City Beat Editor
A&E Editor
Assistant A&E Editor
Associate Editor
Assistant Photo Editor
Commentary Editor
Graphic Designer
Copy Chief
Copy Editor
Advertising Sales Executive
Webmaster
Assistant Webmaster
Editorial Cartoonist
Freelance (any section)
Office Assistant

COLUMBIA
CHRONICLE
WWW.CO LUMB IAC HRO NIC LE.CO M

The Columbia Chronicle is the weekly
student-produced college newspaper
of Columbia College Chicago.
It is published every Monday during
the fall and winter semesters. The
newspaper has four sections: Campus
News, Arts & Entertainment, Com men .:.
tary and City Beat.

.Don't wait, come now... we
plan to hire all positions before
Spring semester begins!
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SPECIAL TO THE CHRONICLE
Critical Encounters' Roots and Routes : Weekly
personal narratives of Poverty and Privilege
' Privilege and agency'
by Phil Bratta
Sophomore. Culturdl Studtes
I WOKE up th " mornmg under m y warm
comforter weanng socks, s weatpants and
a shirt. The windows were open all night,
and even though womer has not arrived yet,
the night breeze left a chill in the apart·
ment. However, I was warm, comfortable
and feeling co ntent when I t hought to
myself, "Why do I deserve this?" I live in
one of th e wea lthiest countries in the world,
where food, shelter and clothing are readily
available- at least to me.
I do not currently work 10- U hour days
in agricult ure or a factory, although in the
past, I have worked in construction, auto motive mechanics and concrete. However,
I was able to work those jobs and li ve an
affordable, comfortable life. But what about
t he millions of people in the world who
labor d iligently yet barely s urvive? Or the
poor neighborhoods, regions or countries
where jobs are not available and famine,
disease and homelessness are ever present?
Why do some people live with harsh realities and others live in comfortable realities?
Millions live with an excess of resources,
options and luxuries. Billions across t he
globe are poverty-stricke n. The huge and
increasing gap doesn't seem fai r.
I am currently going to college and have
the pri vilege to attend without applying for
loa ns. I have the privilege to seek a deg ree
in Cultural Stud ies. I have the privilege to
become educa ted and pursue a career of
my cho ice. I have t he privilege to live on

critical encounters:

POVERTy
±.privilege

my own. I have the privilege to sleep in a
warm bed, choose whatever meal I want
to eat and wea r clothes corresponding to
the weat her.
I am nothing special. I am not better than
poverty-stricken people or homeless people.
Because of historical conditions and events
I have arrived at a privileged position; but
I wonder how much of the privilege I have
com e to enjoy has cos t large amounts of
people to suffer from oppression, poverty
and genocide. How many people still live
with oppression, poverty and genocide so
that some privileged people can live in a
world of luxuries?
Don't get me wrong. I am thankful for
the privileges I have. But I do not want
these privileges at the expense of others.
Of course, this is very easy to say. And while
it is also easy to acknowledge and become
conscious of the privilege one has and the
poverty of others, the next step is the real
challenge: to transcend this consciousness
and do something' about the imbalance.
I have the privilege to help others. I
have more agency than others to make a
change. I have more agency than others to
help give others the privilege, and oppor-

The author of the article. Phil Braua. a sopllomore cultural studies major. wntes about his reelizellon of
the privileges he enJoys as a college student and a U.S. resident.

nm Hunt THE CHRONICl£

tunities I have been able to enjoy. While
some people I know are focused on attaining their future careers they are going to
have that will provide the least amount of
work for the most pay, I think about what
I can do to eradicate inequality, injustice,
racism ,poverty and oppression in my community and the world. Some of my friends
a re thinking about what car they would
like to get next, or what house they can
buy, or what property they might invest
in, which is fine,! guess. But most of these
friends have lived a very privileged life.And
I understand they need to think about their
immediate family, their life and future, but
I t hink they are sometimes ignorant of the
social responsibility we all inherit along
with our privilege.
I'm not trying to tell people that they
have to volunteer for this or that, or protest
for this or that, or give all their money to
charity, or set up fundraisers and public

awareness events. I know there are different
ways for people to act to create a better society.! often get flustered about what more I
could be doing.And some of the things I try
to do may not even help that much. I'm still
searching for the most effective way to be
productive for the society. And I don't stop
trying because I believe that what I do with
my privilege should-not be for my benefit,
but for those in poverty.
I am thankful for the privilege of being
able to help those without privileges.

'f1oe aim of Oitical Encounters is to encourage you to engage with difficult questions about
poverty and privilege. Write to Stephani1Shonehan at criticalencounters@c:olum.edu about how
these narratives made you think about your own
j:mrney, whether you agree or disagree with the
views that emerge f rom these narratives. For
more information visit www.colum.edu/criticalencounters.
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TWO 5-WEEK SUMMER SESSIONS:

May 19 -June 21, 2008, and June 23 - July 26, 2008
Live as an ex-pat in one of Europe's most beautiful and
inspiring cities. Trace the steps of Kafka and Kundera
as you navigate the narrow streets. Exl?and your worldview, your horizons, and of course, your writing!
Proposed courses: Fiction Seminar*, Advanced

Fiction Writing, Advanced Playwriting, Critical Reading
& Writing, Kafka/ Contemporary European Authors,

Dreams and Fiction Writing, and Creative Nonfiction.
Global Marketing Workshop and Independent
Marketing Study will be offered during the 1st
session. *2nd session only

Columbia
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Body believed to be that of missing college student
by Tim Potter
POLICE HAVE announced the discovery of
a body t hat appears to be consistent with
the description of a missing ElDorado,
Kan.woman.
Emily Sander, a Butle r Community
College student, has been missing since
Nov.23.
Police officers discovered the body
about 2:20 p.m. Nov. 29 as they continued
a ground search in its fifth day.
In a prepared statement, Police ChiefTom
Boren said, "The body has yet to be positivelyIdentified, but the preliminary physical description is consistent with that of the
missing person in this investigation."
At a news conference on Nov. 29, Boren
also said police are now investigating Emily
Sander's disappearance as a homicide.
And for the first time, police are referring to Israel Mireles as a suspect. Before,
police had called Mireles a "person of
interest," because he was the last person
seen with the 18-year-old after she left a
bar just east ofEl Dorado late Nov.23.
The body was found about a quarter mile east of the Country Junction
and Lizard Lips Grill and Deli, a convenience store and restaurant at U.S.54 and
K-105.
"We've been going up and down that
road [for days[ and none of us have seen
anything," said Carlene Hall, who owns
Lizard Lips Grill and Deli.
Hall said police officers have been riding
fo ur wheelers, searching ditches along
U.S.S4.
At about 3 p.m. on Nov. 29, s he saw at
least half a dozen patrol cars headed east

El Dorado police say Israel Mireles Is the last person seen with Emily Sander, lB. before she disappeared
in El Dorado, Kansas

A diver searches the Walnut River in ElDorado, Kan.,
for Emily Sander on Nov. 28.

MCT

MCT

nation of the area where the body was
discovered.
A key focus of the investigation is
locating and questioning Mireles,Boren
-said. Investigators say they think Mireles
has traveled to Texas, where the rental
car he was driving was found Nov. 27.
Boren said investigators have "no information at all" from Mireles' family, who
live in Vernon, Texas, and have received
"very little cooperation," from them.
"We have no indication at all that Mireles ever knew her before this," Boren said.

Boren said Mireles and his girlfriend
could be headed for Mexico, where i;le
has relatives.
Mireles has been in tile United States
legally and has "resident alien" status,
Boren Sl!id.
Investi$ators have talked to the
mother o£ Mire '
t 16-year-old
girlfriend·, who is very concerne , Boren
said.

past her business.
Before releasing the new~ of the body to
the public, Sander's family was notified of
the discovery.
After receiving the news that a body had
been found, Sander's grandfather, Clement
Sander, said he was in some ways relieved.
He said the family had been prepared for
theworst.
'
"It's still hard," he said.
Investigators from Butler County, El
Dorado and the Kansas Bureau of Investigation will conduct a forensic exami-

PLEASE JOIN US FOR
AN OPEN HOUSE:
December 4, 11:30 - 1:oo
To R.S.V.P. or for more information call
312-201 -5900 or visit www.adler.edu

www.adler.edu
~~~~Re ~~M.
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Arts &Entertainment
Calendar
Monday
At the Lennox Lounge, 3032 N.
Lincoln Ave., a DJ will spin classic
songs, as well as songs brought
in on CDs or MP3s, for Bring-YourOwn-Motown Night.
Call (773) 281-9900 for more
information.

Tuesday
Tonight La Pomme Rouge, 108 W.
Kinzie St .• features its jazz and
neo-soul night There's no cover,
and the event starts at 10 p.m.
Call (312) 245-9555 for more
information.

Wednesday

The Red-Uon Pub, 2446 N. Lincoln Ave., closed Dec. 1. The pub, which occupied the 125-year-old.building, has been a staple in the Lincoln Park neighborhood
for 23 years and .is a local hot spot for rumored ghost activity.
Tim Hunt THE CHRONICLE

Historic pub says 'cheers' for now
'Hau_nted ' Red Lion Pub closes,
will be demolished and rebuilt
by Jessica Gallfart

A&E Editor

A small, rickety ·sign hanging above
the door to the building, The Red Lion Pub,
2446 N. Lincoln Ave., seemed to be just one
of dozens of bars lining Lincoln Avenue in
Lincohi Park. But inside its doorway sat
more than 100 years of history, a "family"
ofpubveteransand anambiancethatmade
patrons feel like they crossed the Atlantic
Ocean into an old English pub.
A few feet in ftom the entrance sat the
bar counter, surrounded by small tables
WITH

with stools on a somewhat unlevel floor.
Behind the bar, co-owner Joseph Heinen
chatted with long-tim e patrons as episodes
of"Black Adder," a 1980s BBC sitcom, played
in the background. And though most of the
decor, including framed photos of British
royalty that layered _the bright red walls
and piect!s of currency tacked onto the back
of the bar, occupied the bar for years, it all.
will come down as the historic pub begins
. the demolition process.
After 23 years in bus iness, The Red Lion,
. a pub notoffous for its old-time English
tavern feel and suppos ed ghost activity,
closed for renovations on Dec. 1. The 125year-old building will be demolished and
rebuilt again as The Red Lion but with

Joseph Heinen ,'co-owner of The Red Lion Pub, 2446 N. Lincoln Ave., said he an_d co-owner Colin Cordwell
F0pe to keep the same cozy fee l when t hey reopen the new Red Lion Pub next year after it's rebuilt.
nm HuntTHE CHRONICLE

-----------------------------------------

apartments planned for the space above.
Co-owners Heinen and Colin Cardwell
have thought about renovating the building for the past six months, to improve
mechanical issues in the building, such as
the plumbing, heat and air conditioning.
Heinen said the new building will open in
nine or 10 months.
"People are sad to see it go, but they have
to look around [the deteriorated building)
and see why," Heinen said. "We hope that
when we reopen we can keep the same
feeL"
Bar-goers are partially drawn to The Red
Lion for the building's history and ambi_ance in the thriving Lincoln Park neighborhood, said Sean Parnell, curator of The
Chicago Bar Project, a website profiling the
history of Chicago bars and taverns.
The building has housed everything from
a produce store to an upstairs gambling hall
to an IBM typewriter assembly facility.
In 1950, John Cardwell, a former Royal
Air Force pilot in Britain who was captured
and detained in a prisoner of war cam p
during World War II, relocated to Chicago.
He later founded the architectural firm that
built Carl Sandburg Village and Presidential
. Towers, Parnell said.
1n 1984, Cardwell purchased the building
that housed The Red Lion and owned and
ran it with his son, Colin Cardwell, until
his death in 1999.
The bar served as a gathering place for a
variety of crowds in the Lincoln Park neighborhood.Close in proximity to DePaul University's main campus and several theaters,
including Apollo Theater Chicago, 2540 N.
Lincoln Aye., and Biograph Theater, 2433 N.
Lincoln Ave., Heinen said the pub attracted

»PUB, PG. 24

See "Project Runway" at the Kit
Kat Lounge and Supper Club,
3700 N. Halsted St. A themed
menu is served with no cover at
9 p.m.
Call (773) 525-1111 for more
information.

Thursday
Actor Bob Kulhan sings five different harmonies of audiencerequested holiday songs by himself. The show at f.o. Chicago,
3541 N. Clark St., begins at 10
p.m. Admission ~s $10.
Call (77'3) 880-0199 for more
information.

Friday
"Black Nativity," written by Langston Hughes, is being performed
at the Goodman Theatre, 170 N.
Dearborn St. Ticket "prices are
$20-$40 , every Friday at 7:30
p.m. until Dec. 30.
Call (312) 443-3800 for more
information . .

·Saturday
In "The Fowler's Prime Time Television Christmas Spectacular" at
The Second City Skybox, 1608
N. Wells St., a family puts on a
holiday play. The show begins at
7:30p.m. Tickets are $10-$12.
Call (312) 788-5887 for more
information.

Sunday
The 11th Annual Hothouse Holiday Benefit at the Lincoln Park
Conservatory, 2391 N. Stockton
Drive, begins at 6 p.m. Tickets
cost $100-$120. Artwork from
local artists will be auctioned off.
Call (773) 888-7275 for more
Information.
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'lis the seasonto be eco-conscious
-

Music never aets old with these recycled· LPs.turned-bowls available at
UnCornmonGoods.com for $25 a piece.
Or, wrap them up with wrapplna paper
ln&ralned with seeds that once used, can
be planted. A roll costs $24.
Courtesy UNCOMMON GOODS

Ways to help the environment this
holiday season whil e shopping,
decorating

-

advice on how to keep the environment in
mind for the holidays. A new alternative to
traditional h oliday lights are LEDs,or light
em itting diodes,offered by compapies like
by Brett Marlow
u :ogen Light ing. LEO lights cost about as
Assistant A&E Editor
much as trad itional light bulbs, but they use
less energy and don't get hot like regular
THIS HOLIDAY season, it 's all about giving bulbs. LEDgen Lighting projects 80 percent
green.
to 90 percent energy savings compared to
But in the s pirit of goodwill, there are regular bu lbs, said Jennifer Owen, market·
things shoppcrs, decorators and gi ft wrap· ing manager for LEDgen.
The company sells a variety of styles and
fJ~rs ca n do to go green with their gifts
und holiday decorations.
('Oiors of LED lights which come in strands
Online retailers , bloggers a nd lig ht of 35 or 70 and cost $8 to $24 depending on
manufucturers have offered up some the style and color.

Jn addition to savings on energy, LED
lights have other benefits.
"LED lights are extremely durable," Owen
said. "Most of our products are rated to last
up to 200,000 hours or28 years if you never
turned them off. We joke that people can
hand down their Christmas lights as heir·
looms to their children because they last
so long."
Those who celebrate Christmas may also
want to be conscious of the type of tree they
purchase; although environm entalists have
mixed feelings on what type of trees are the
better eco-option.
Greg Seaman is the founder of EarthEasy.

co01, an environmental lifestyle website
that educates people on what they can do
to help the environment.
He said one option is to buy a live tree
that can be planted after the first year and
reused.
"[I've] known people who use the same
live tree [with roots] year after year;
Seaman said. "They put it in a container,
plant it in a burlap sack and it will male it
through the year. Then they dig it up, pull

»SEE GREEN, PG. 19
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'Modern Warfare' becomes instant classic
lnifinity Ward comes back wit h
the must-have game of the year
by George

P. Slefo

Associate Editor
GENERAL WILLIAM Sherman coined the
phrase "War is hell" during his service in
the Civil War. Too bad Sherm!ln never played
Call ofi>uty4: Modern Warfare for all the nextgeneration consoles, because he would have
said, "War is a beautiful thing."
CODf'sdeveloper,InfmityWard, has made
the most realistic and gorgeous first-person
shooter to date. Everything about this game
is perfect, from the graphics to the clever
enemy artificial intelligence. Even wh eO:
cornered with the enemy unloading a hail
of bullets inches away, COD4 s till manages
to make t he experience somethi~g that
won't be forgotten.
COD4 allows garners to play from the perspective of two d ifferent soldiers-a U.S.
Marine fighting on massive battlefields in
the Middle East and a special forces British
solider, who tackles m ore stealth-type missions in Eastern Europe.
The battlefields in COD4 are vast and epic,
allowin g players to tackle each mission as
they please. For example, a player can move
away from combat, take cover behind a tree,
p ull h is sniper rifle out and start killing
off terrorists one by one. Or, he can rush in
with his squad and whip out h is Ml6-A2
rifle and do things the old-fashioned way.
Either way, the game's well-crafted levels
don't disappoint.
And the weapons in this game are the
fu~o~~~ rf~ lis.~ic l'v~ eve~.seen in a video game.

'rl 11 •• ~

Ellen

Michae l

Page-..,., '~x.q

Je nnifer

This first·person shooter puts players, on the battlefield. In the middle of modern warfare with action so
real, players will be picking dirt out of their teeth.

MCT

As a former combat medic for the U.S. Army; the only things COD4 executes flawlessly.
Ican sayfirsthand that thegame'sgrenade5,. The playe~ squad members are s mart
flash bangs and rifles are theriwstaccurate and.cleve.r; and for the most part, they're
I've ever seen. Even the p hysics,qf g.ow:a-_, golng to.§ ave the player more than once.
bullet actually travels when le~Viifg-th'e R>r example, if the enemy can't reach the
barrel of a rifle are accurately depicted here. user with his bullets, he'll "flush" him out
And while I 've never been in live combat, by throwing a grenade near the player. If
COD4 manages to follow squad protocol a squad member is nearby, h e'll pick up
accurately- from how a point man clears the grenade and throw it back toward the
a room to the distance between soldiers on enemy, saving the player's life and injuring
battlefields.
the enemy at the same time.
Yetweapons jlnd military protocol aren't
With al! of these aspects combined, COD4

Jaso n

Allison

is the best first-person shooter on the next generation consoles. However, the gam e
does have its flaws. For starters, the singleplayer campaign is only about six to eight
hours long-way too short for a game of
this ca liber. Thus, it would be a good idea
to start the game off on a harder difficulty
and experience COD4 with smarter enemies
and a bigger challenge. Another aspect is
that the game doesn't allow two friends to
beat the game together- it's s ingle-player
only_That was a s urprise, because even the
most inferior fi rst person shooters feature
a co-op mode.
Luckily, however, COD4 features an amazing online multi player game play. There is
plenty to do online, with more than 10 different types of games to play- from "Every
Man for Himself"·to "Team Death Match,"
COD4 makes garners forget about its short
single-player campaign.
Once online, garners can "level up" by
killing other players in on line battles. For
example, if a player kills 20 players online,
the player's rank goes up from private to
sergeant. Getting more kills online also
means the player will unlock different and
better weapons, as well as more maps. This
aspect of online play gives the game an
extremely high replay value.
Overall,COD4 is a must-buy for any nextgeneration console owner. Chances are
this game isn't going to leave the system's
disc tray for quite some time. It's just that
good.

gslefo@chroniclemail.com
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Garner Bateman Janney Simmons

~A Fresh,.
Unusually Intelligent
Comedy With Dialogue
So Quick And Funny
You Feel The Actors .
Are Performing It ·
On A High-Wire~

INVITE YOU AND
A GUEST TO A SPECIAL
ADVANCE SCREENING OF

ROGER EBERT, CHICAGO SUN-TIMES

Stop by

CHRoNICLE
www.columblachronlcle.com

33 E. Congress, Suite 224 • Chicago

Monday, December 3rd
to pick up a complimentary pass
to a special advance screening
on Wednesday, December 5th.
Visit www.thejunoverse.com to win a private
screening in your hometown attended
by cast members from the film and a
Gibson Les Paul Standard Goldtop Guitar!
No purchase necessary. Passes are available on a first-rome, first·served basis while supplies lasl. One pass
per person. Must p1esen1a valid studentiD to receive a pass. This f~m has been rated -PG·13" by the MPAA.
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Best Bets

Just the Ticket

To live and die in the movies

by Matt Fagerholm
Assistan t A&E Editor

to mention a brilliantly endeari ng manthere is considerably more hope for the
relationship. The woman finds herself falling in love with the guy, who even tually
sports some appealing characteristics and
just might make a terrific dad.
Whi le both of those films are now available on DVD, two films will be released later
this year that demonstrate the da rker half
of Daley's th em atic heart that desires to
probe into the mind of an all-too-human
murderer. It's strange to see so many films
about killers released around Christmas,
and though both of these films boast strong
pairings of actor and director, they are nevertheless considered to be hard sells.
Tim Burton's sixth collaboration with
Johnny Depp will be their first live-action
mus ical, which just happens to carry with
it a Sleepy Hollow-level of copious gore. in the
marvelously titled SWeeney Todd: The Demon
Barber of Fleet Street,Depp plays a man seeking morbid revenge against those who
ruined his once-happily married life. The
film's tagline could easily be "There will be
blood," which just happens to be the title
of another December release, Paul Thomas
Anderson's fifth feature.
Based on Upton Sincla ir's so-year-old
novel Oil!, the film also centers on a vengeful psycho path played by Daniel DayLewis, who seem s to be channeling the
same mes m erizing wrath he utilized as
Bill the Butcher in Gangs of New Yor~. After
Anderson failed to cortnect with Adam Sandler's audience in Punch -Drunk Love, he has
seemingly set out to make this film fly in
the face of every mainstream convention.

Though it was released with little fanfare
in April, writer/d irector Hila ry Brougher's
indie drama Stephanie Daley effectively set
up 2007 to lx> a year of unforgettable films
dealing with birth and death. Daley dealt
with both, telling the unshakably disturbing story of a 16-year-old girl who finds
herself accused of killing h er newborn
baby while on a schopl ski trip. In one of
the year's most astonishingly excruciating scenes, Daley finds herself giving birth
in the bathroom of the ski lodge. Did s he
know s he was pregnant? One t hing is for
certain: She did not want this baby. Stephanie Daley is one of the best films I've seen in
2007, and I'm amazed at how it's themes
of unwanted pregnancy and m ethodica l
murder ha""ve since then become two of the
primary themes in American cinema.
Recent American comedies have han-·
died the plight of a woman faced with an
unwanted pregnancy in a w ay certainly
less pessimistic than Daley. The late writer/
director Adrienne Shelley's sublime indie
comedy Waitress finds its titular character
getting pregnant by her oafish husband,
thus causing he r to dread the eventual
childbirth. Yet she gradually discovers how
having the baby finally gives her a power
over her life that allows her to transform it
in ways she wouldn't have expected.
Released literally a week later on June 1
was writer/director Judd Apatow's smash
comedy Knocked Up, which was also about
a beautiful, self-sufficient woman becoming pregnant by a childish slob. Yet perhaps Ellen Page stars in "Juno:
because this film was made by a man- not

Proof of this can be seen when viewing his
utterly bizarre trailers, the latest of which
showcases a Shining-like atonal score from
Radiohead's Jonny Greenwood. Along with
SWeeney Todd, There Will Be Blood invites the
audience to identify with the central killer
as the protagonist.
If 1 had to name m y favorite film I've
seen so far this year, it would be two films
that perfectly illustrate the polar opposite
t hemes that were so effectively brought
together in Daley. One of them is Juno. Like
Daley, the film is about a 16-year-old who
becomes pregnant- yet, as played by Ellen
Page, she reacts to the consequences with
feisty humor and intelligence. The film is
~eet, whip-smart and absolutely enthralling- like its main character.
Tying with Juno on my list is the Coen
Brothers' No Countryfor Old Men, which has
galvanized audiences since premiering
at Cannes in May, for allowing its central
psychopath to take center-stage and make
his force of bloody destruction seem truly
unstoppable. As played by Javier Bardem,
the killer Anton chigurh will prove to be
a timeless film character whose violent
acts stem from a psyche as detached and
methodical as that of various Americans in
our current wartime climate.
Birth and death are thus becomirtg as
bankable a cinematic spectacle as any
number of big names or special effects.
Strange how life's beginning and ending
continues to be a source of endless fascination to fi.lmgoers.
mfagerholm@chroniclemail.com.

Music
"Jump, Jive an' Wail"
Brian Setzer, the man with the hit
swing song "Jump, Jive an· Wail "
and three-time Grammy Award
winner, is coming to Chicago for
a Christmas-themed show at the
Paramount Arts Centre, 23 E.
Galena Blvd. , in Aurora. Setzer
and his 18-piece big band will
be playing on Dec. 9 at 7 p.m.
Tickets are $57.50 to $67.50.
Call (630) 896-6666 for more
Information.

Film
John Turturro at the Music Box
After traveling the film festival
circuit in 2005, the comic musical Romance and Cigarettes is
finally being released in Chicago.
Written and directed by actor
John Turturro, the fi lm follows
an all-star ensemble, including
Kate Winslet, James Gandolfini,
Susan Sarandon and Christopher
Walken , on the pursuit of love in
the Big Apple. Turturro will be at
tt)e Music Box Theatre, 3733 N.
Southport Ave . • for the 7 p.m . and
9:30 p.m. screenings on Dec. 8.
Visit Ticketweb.com to reserve tickets
and MuslcBoxTheatre.com for more
Information on the screening.

Food
All-you-can-eat dessert buffet
FOX SEARCHLIGHT

Javier Bardem in "No Country for Old Men:
AP

Chrissy Knows Best

No-brainer gifts for brainiacs

Bring in the holiday season with
some traditional festive foods.
The Four Seasons Hotel, 120 E.
Delaware Place, will offer complimentary roasted chestnuts now
unti l Dec. 25 from 5 p .m. to 7
p.m . in the Seasons Lounge. The
event is free.
Call (312) 280-8800 for more details.

by Chrissy Ma hlme is ter
Managing Editor

There is a streak of geekiness in everyone;
regardless of how "cool" they think they are.
Geekiness doesn't just m ean prancing to
the midnight premiere of Lord of the Rings
fu lly dressed in elf garb from head to toe,
it means appreciating the smaller things
in li fe that we really never take time to
acknowledge and accepting ourselves for
even our mos t embarrassing qualities.
Feverishly s trumming on an air guitar
in your undies or smothering your bike in
Apple stickers for full-out Mac pride qualify
as nerd material and, hey, don't hide it.

Basically, we're all dorks, so let's embrace
it! With the holidays fast approaching, it's
time we slide our thick glasses on and get in
gear-it's time to join the geek clique.
I've picked out my favorite dorky gifts to
give this holiday season so even the brainiest fellows have some no-brainers. But I bet
you'll just want to keep them for yourself.
Wi-fidetectorT-shirt: Yeah, you read that
right.It's a s hirt t hat shows the strength of
the wi-fi s ig na l wherever you are, so not
only you, but EVERYONE can tell if it's even
worth whippi ng out your laptop to try to
tap into so me free I nternet. Basically it
works as an animated glowing blue decal
that changes depending on the signal. Two
AAA batteries are stashed in a pocket inside
the shirt an.d it's all removable for washing.
This bad boy can be found at ThinkGeek.
com. High-five for wi-fi!
Dweeby decorations: When you think
ornaments, you think of heavy bells, colored balls and posed ballerinas. Barf. Treehugging geeks will love these recycled
ornaments made from recycled CDs a nd
circuit boa rds. These sweet deals come in
the shape of t rees and stars. I mean, what

cotild be cuter than kissing by a tree glistening in CD reflections? Buy these suckers for
yourself from Gizmodo.com.
iPod undies: Remember the good old
days of flailing and dancing around your
room in nothing but your briefs and some
rockin' good tunes? If those days are over
with studying roommates and nearby
apartment neighbors with brand new
babies, there's hope. Victoria's Secret now
makes iPod underwear so you can still jam
out hands free and with no one to judge you,
except for your m irror.
Techie jewelry: This is for the ladies who
just want to show off their geekdom at all
times. The set of RAM earrings really puts
me over the edge because ~hey are so sweet.
Although computer science friends may
think it's odd to literally wear your work,
·I 'm all for it. Crafty gals wear their artwork,
so why the heck not? And don't worry, it also
comes with a matching necklace found at
Gizmodo.com.
So, there you have it. There's nothing
more sleek than getting geek chic.
cmahlmeister@chroniclemail.com

Shopping
One of a Kind Show and Sale at
Merchandise Mart
Instead of panic king at the last
minute to find the perfect gifts for
friends and family, c heck out the
One of a Kind Show and Sale at
Merchandise Mart Plaza on the
8th floor Dec. 6 -9. More than 400
artists and crafters from across
the country wil l showcase and
sell their work in painting, photography, ceramics, glass, sculpture
and more. General admission is
$10, and student tickets are $7 .
Times vary each day. Visit MMartcom
for more information and to buy tickets.
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Off-key cliches cause 'Rush' for theater exits
Director Kirsten Sheridan
disappoints with this halfhearted valentine to music
by Matt Fagerholm
Assistant A&E Editor
HERE IS the second tear-jerking melodrama released this fall that happens to
be directed by the daughter of an accomplished filmmaker. The first was Alison
Eastwood's unfortunate Rails IYTies, where
an orphaned child forms a family with a
distraught couple. Though Eastwood's
heart seemed to be in the right place, her
mind remained on autopilot as she guided
her film down a creakily predictable track,
colliding with every cliche that could be
spotted at least a mile away.
August Rush is also about an orphan who
brings together a couple, but there's a famil·
ial twist. The film is directed by Kirsten
sheridan, whose father, Jim, made the
beautiful In America, which was based upon
the real-life experience of raising his two
girls after emigrating to America from Ire·
land. Yet while that film was about people,
Rush is more about situations and chance
encounters so contrived and improbable
they make Eastwood's plot seem credible
in comparison.
After his breakout role in Finding Never-.
land, young Freddie Highmore seems poised
for an awkward onscreen adolescence, as
he repeatedly finds himself typecast as
characters dripping with the angelic innocence that used to be reserved for Haley
Joel Osment. Highmore is a gifted actor to
be sure, but h e's was ted here in the central

role of Evan, an ll·year·old orphan with a
sensitive h eart and a penchant for finding
music in everyday sounds.
He's determined to find his parents, who
both carry the musical gene. Flashbacks
detail how cellist Lyla and guitarist Louis
shared a magica l and unprotected night
together before being separated by Lyla's
wretched father, whose inexplicable evildoings seem to function solely for the screenplay's convenience. His cold-heartedness
later causes the pregnant Lyla to run into
the middle of a street and get smacked by
a car, thus sending her straight to the hospital where sh e unknowingly has the baby,
whom her father secretly sends straight to
the orphanage.
One can quickly note from a simple listing of these plot points just how far-fetched
this movie gets. Evan escapes his orphanage
and meets up with "Wizard," a ringleader of
homeless musicians who resemble the lost
boys from Hook, a film scripted by Rush co·
writer Nick Castle. "Wizard" is inevitably
played by Robin Williams, whose humorless
portrayal is a particular disappointment in
a film in desperate need of laughs.
His character is s uch an obnoxious rip-off
of Fagin from Oliver 1\vist that one expects
Charles Dickens to rise from the dead if
only to sue for plagiarism. When "Wizard"
discovers Evan literally pounding _a way at a
guitar one morning, he decides to make him
his star performer, and randomly renames
him after spotting the advertisement on a
passing truck detailing an "August Rush"- a
name as glaringly awful as Mrs. Doubtfire.
This film only comes alive during the
moments that illust rate how Evan senses

mus ic within his environment. The alltoo-brief open ing scen e shows him "conducting" a wheat field t hat moves with the
wind like sound waves. In the film's best
sequence, Evan walks through New York as
his h eightened sense of hearing causes city
noise to morph into an orchestral composition. Later, the precocious prodigy will use
these sounds to compose his symphony.
while these scenes wonderfully illustrate
in cinematic fashion the mind of a musical artist, the script spends way too much
time having Evan soliloquize about the
connecting power of "The Music," w hich
is discussed in such s upernatural terms
that it might as well be The Force.

Jonathan Rhys Meyers and Keri Russell play the
parents of a musical prodigy in the wildly overbaked
drama 'August Rush.'

MCT

Vast sections of the film are edited like a
music video that's uninterested in making
its characters' em otion s amount to little
more than a su rface effect. As the estranged
parents, Keri Russell and Jonathan Rhys
Meyers struggle mightily to inject any
semblance of life into their pitifully hollow
characters. Yet out of the uniformly strong
cast, the sole bright spot is real-life 11-yearold Jamia Simone Nash, who is entirely con·
vincing as a pint-sized gospel singer with
a great voice, ch arismatic personality and
expert sense of comic timing.
At a time when quality children's enter·
tainment is alarmingly scarce, it is refreshing to see a film with such positive messages a bout fa mily, music and persona l
conviction. It's somewhat of a shame that
the majority of fam ily audiences would
rather see creatively bankrupt offerings
like Enchanted, in which Disney does little
more than poke fun at its own m ediocrity.
Yet while that film has a h eart in the form
of its star, Amy Adams, Rush consists purely
of synthetic plot mechanics that attempt to
jerk so many tears that it m ight result in
whiplash for less receptive viewers.
No doubt a great deal of passion went
into making this film. Yet it's the same passion of a fifth grader who honks away at a
brand-new clarinet without any knowledge
of tone or ombishure.
August Rush clearly knows the notes of
human drama, but it has not mastered the
music.
mfagerholm@chroniclemail.com
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Another benefit brougt:lt to you
by the CCC payroll department
~7264
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Jack Ass

TopS

OF THE WEEK

Woman wages war of
the roses on Bill Nye

Jessica Galliart, A&E Editor

Brett Marlow, Assistant A&E Editor

Luke ~mucker, A~sistant A&E Editor

Oddly attractive older men

Things that bother me a lot

Things on my Chris~mas list

Jack Coleman: He plays Claire's dad on
"Heroes/' and his overprotective nature is
incredibly hot. He looks strapping in a suit,
amazing shirtless and h is horn-rimmed
glasses are an odd turn-on.

Cold on cold: I hate it when one of my
friends feels the need to become a prankster
and slam a can of pop on the back of my neck.
Need I remind you it's 30 degrees? I h ave a
good dose of cold, I don't need any more.

Jon BonJovi: I'm pretty s ure my mom has
had a crush on the dude s ince his perm
days, which makes my fascination a bit
weird. But evt-n if my mom didn't want to
jump him, we could never logically date.
His hair is prettier than mine,and that just
won't work.
Christopher Meloni: Remember that
episode of "Law and Order: Special Victims Unit" when Detective Elliot Stabler
stripped down to his briefs before getting
into bed with his wife? Well, I do. This hotheaded, stubborn man may be going bald,
~ut I would do anything to get locked in
an interrogation room with him for a few
hours.
Bill Maher: Sometimes I can't quite tell
which team he plays for, but he's fun ny,
confident and he hates organized religion.
It's a match made in ... non-heaven.
Steve Carell: Even when he was waxed into
a "Man '0 Lantern" in 40-Year-Oid Virgin , he
had that hot burly man thing going on.

Myvu universal media viewer: The Myvu
universal media viewer, which retails for
$199, is like a set of headphones for your
eyes. when you plug them into your Apple
video iPod, portable DVD player or Microsoft Zune, you feel like you are watching
Olives: Green, black, whatever- they're movies on a big screen.
gross, so keep them away from me. Olive
oil is good and dandy, but I don't want any- 'Rock Band': I don 't really have the time to
thing to do with its mushy, round form. start a real ban d and wait to get famous, but
with this video game at least I get a virtual
Loose change: I h ate having any change experience.
in my pockets, in my wallet, in my bag or
laying around. Hearing the clanking in the iPhone: Phones don't get any more awedryer is awful enough; that is why I love some than Apple's iPhone. All the gizmos
tip jars and debit cards. Anywhere I can and features the ph one provides are above
dispose of coins and swipe instead, I'm anything else that I've seen on the market
happy.
because of it5 touch screen capabilities and
its computer-like interface.
Extreme neat freaks: I understand things
should be tidy, but do things really need Amazon Kindle: Amazon's n ew product
to be color-coded? Lined up perfectly? allows users to download and read books,
Alphabetized? It's OK to have a little bit of newspapers, blogs and magazines on this
a mess. But looking like you manage a fran- portable device. This gadget w ill literally
chise of The Container Store is not so hot. place your favorite publications at your
fingertips.
1
.Sticky note communicators: I realize jotting down a note on a sticky note might be iMac: The n ew iMac is too sweet to pass up.
convenient, but it's indirect, and th ey're Not only does it come with small, metallic
really only meant for reminders or page keyboard, but the screen looks sharp and it
makers.See "Sex and the City" where Berger comes with Apple's new operating system .
breaks up with Carrie through aforementioned no-no. Prime example of why sticky
notes have only certain purposes.

a

li()\~, J()
How to de-clutter your lne
with Jessica Galliart
It's official: The cold has finally
arrived. So you eithe r have been or will
find yourself digging through your closet
to rediscover your favorite sweaters,
scarves and gloves. However, if you're
like me, digging t hrough your closet will
turn into a long process of clearing out
summer cloth es, m ountain s of papers
from school and other worthless junk
to m ake room for bulky coats and new
worthless things.
Although cleani ng is often put off until
the spring for "spring clea ning," winter
is an important time to get rid of the clutter in your closet and in your life. Before
you begin cleaning, think about these
tips to help you successfully de-clutter.
Clothes
•Start by em ptying out your entire
closet or dresser. Lay out a ll of your
clothes in front of you so you can assess
what you want to keep around and what
you could do without. Make a couple of
piles, maybe one for winter clothes, one

for summer clothes and one for clothes you
haven't worn in forever.
•Chances are, you won't need any tank
tops or shorts until n ext J une. So fight any
urge to keep these clothes that are meant
for warm weather within reach. Invest in a
large, plastic t ub or cardboard box to pack
away clothes that won't help you keep wam1
in the winter. Put the box somewhere that
will make it difficult for you to d ig into so
you won't have any unnecessary clutter.
Simplify your wardrobe to clothing you
will wear often instead of s h irts th at you
"migh t" need at some point.
•Once you've packed away your summer
cloth es, go through the piles of winter
p ieces and others you haven't worn in a
whi le. Decide if any of the pieces you don't
want are salvageable and try to sell them at
clothing shops. Take t he money you make
from selling those clothes a nd bt1y yourself a fu nctional piece you can wear for a
long time, like a nice pair of dress pants or
a professional jacket that you could wear

to an interview or classy function. If you
don't sell everything, see if an y friends
are interested in taking them off of your
hands or donate them .
Workspace
• Working in a cltJttered space is not
only annoying, it might even distract you
or slow you down while you're working.
Start with your desktop. Picture frames
and t rinkets are cute, but they won't h elp
you work better. Hang them up on the
wall or find a place for them elsewhere.
•Running out·of room to store your
papers, both tangible assignments and
files on your computer? Invest in a binder '
and some folders to hold all of your papers ;
that you aren't quite ready to discard. For
files on your computer, burn t hem onto a
blank CD and store it where you can easily
access it . If you want to use files for papers
as decoration, t ry putting papers into old
cereal boxes. Cutting off the top h alf of
the box will keep your papers secure, and
you'll h ave a nostalgic file system .

Bill Nye "The Science Guy" made science cool for a long time. But recently,
his pseudo-wife de"cided to hit him
where it hurts and use science against
him.
Nye caught his estranged wife of one
year, Blair Tindall, sneakin g into his
garden at his Studio City, Calif. h ome
on Labor Day dressed irubla9k. _He said
Tindall was carrying two bottles i!filled
with some sort of solvent," which she
latt-r admittt'd was weed killer that she
poured on his garden , which he said
he gets food produce from, The Smoking Gun r~po.rttlSI-Pn..NQl/.1~M{blm~
called h er n ame, Tindall dropped the
bottles and fled the scene. Nye filed a
temporary restraining order against
Tindall on Sept.4,which was securt'd th~
week before the Nov. l9 ~eRQ}1,lll&iming
that had he- been· any closer to Tindall,
h e feared she would have squirted him
in th e eye with the weed killer.
Tindall admitted to pouring weed
killer in Nye's vegetable garden as a
result of emot ional trauma from her
and Nye's marital issues. The two were
married in February, but their marital
license was later returned "invalid,"
which was unexplained in Tindall's Nov.
13 declaration asking that the restraining order not be granted, The Smoking
Gun reported. Tindall said Nye then
ordered her not to move into the home
the couple purch ased together, which
left her heartbroken and dis traught.
Tindall said in a Nov. 13 statement
that her act of produce vandalism was
a "foolish , sophomoric act of poor judgment." In the statem ent, she also said
that s he becam e enraged after seeing
the couple's former home and rose
garden on the television show "I,iving
with Ed," where Nye said he wisht'd he
had a· lady to share his h ome with. Tindall said sh e only wished to "hurt his
(our) flowers, n ot him." Th e two are due
in court Dec. 20 to discuss the restraining order application.
One must admit t h at attacking the
garden of a guy wh o made his living off
of being a science geek is pretty clever.
But at th e same time, this is Bill Nye
we're talking about. Not only is he the
coolest geek around, h e's on e of the most
adorable and well-loved children's television icons in history. So j us~ because
something is clever, it doesn't make it
OK.
Nobody m esses with The Science
Guy's produce and gets away with it.
-J. G4Uiart
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»GREEN:
Continued from PG. 14
Eco-friendly online
retailers offer options for
holidays ·
the sack out and reuse it for up to
four years until the roots get [too)
big."
Although fake trees may seem
like the way to go to save real trees,
it's not always the case.
Kara DiCamillo, editor of TreeHugger.com's 2007 Gift Guide,
said even though fake trees might
seem more reasonable, they 're
made with PVC which is harmful
when it becomes landfill, but also
bad to have indoors as well.
Instead, DiCamillo recommends
buying a real Christmas tree from
a local tree farm.
But for people who can only find
a tree with a sawed-off stump,
DiCamillo said to recycle the tree
by making mulch out of it.
When buying gifts for others,
sharing what you care for isn't a
bad idea.
"Giving [an eco-friendly] gift
is a great opportunity to share
values in a non-preachy way,"
seaman said.
If not sure what to get somoene
for the holidays, let;ting them
pick is even an environmentallyfriendly option.
"One of the best gifts you can
give is a gift certificate, concert
tickets, sporting event tickets or
a gift [card] to a local restaurant
or store, so at least they can go
out and purchase something they
want," Dicamillo said.
But if a person prefers to put
more thought into a gift, there are
green gifts available to purchase
in enough time online.
"I think the key to1iving an ecofriendly lifestyle is about education. It's about spreading that
knowledge," Dicamillo said. "Purchasing something for someone
who doesn't know much about it
is a step in the right direction."
Unco~onGoods.com offers a
range of recycled products from
used wine glass platters, recycled
sweater knit stockings, bowls
made from records and laptop bags
made from recycled billboards.
. DiCamillo also recommends
VivaTerra.com , BTCElem ents.com
and Padagonia.com for home and
fashion eco-friendly products to
give as gifts.
she also said to visit local natural clothing store, Nau,2118 N.Halsted St ., for eco-friendly attire for
friends and loved ones.
People create 25 percent m ore
garbage during Thanksgiving and
Christmas than they do at other
points in the year, DiCamillo said.
To cut back on waste, consider
an a lt erna tive to comme rcia l
wrapping paper. Although it may
be pretty, shi ny and sparkly, wrapping paper is not recyclable,DiCam illo said.
"The m ost eco-friendly thing to
do is not use [wrapping paper] at
all, but we know people are still
going to wrap g ifts," DiCamillo
said.
However, t her e ar e other
options.Un commonGoods.com
offers wrap ping paper t hat is
biodegradable and plantable.
After being torn apart, the paper,

By using this laptop bag made from PVC, one can keep the
computer and earth safe by reusing materials rather than
wasting them. Available at UncommonGoods .com for $65.
•

Courtesy UNCOMMON GOODS

ingrained with wildflower seeds,
which grow into flowers. The rolls
cost $20.
Other than purchasing recycled and eco-friendly wrapping
paper, there many are ways to
give materials a second life.
Seaman said his family uses comic
strips. Other alternatives he rec-

ommended were to package gifts
in last year's calendar, newspaper,
wallpaper samples or old maps.
Seaman also sells wrapping paper
that's made from hemp and flax
on his website.

bmarlow@chroniclemail.com
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"Ten. nine, e1ght, seven. s1x ... go! ·
With his headphones secured in place. music
from Chicago punk bands like Mexican Cheerleader drowned out the cheers and jeers from
the crowd so Pat Bartoletti , a Chicago native,
could focus on the task at hand: devour as
much of his 20-pound turkey as quickly as
possible.
At the Turkey Bowl, the second of three contests
in the Spike IV Major League Eating Chowdown, Bartoletti pounced on the glazed bird, ripping off piece after
piece and dunking it in the ketchup and barbeque sauce
to his right. With his body wriggling and bouncing to
the beat of the music from his headphones, Bartoletti,
sporting a stiff Mohawk and a thick holiday sweater for
the competition to be aired on Thanksgiving Day, had
no idea where he stood or where his competitors stood
in the contest, just a few minutes in.
"At o'ne point I thought Joey [Chestnut] was ahead
of me: Bartoletti said . "That kind of motivated [me],
because 1thought I was behind him. But I really had no
idea. I was going at a good pace."
Four minutes in, Chestnut momentarily hit a roadb_lock
when chewed up and liquidated turkey bits spewed
slowly out of his mouth and nose, which he carefully
pushed back into his mouth. As the clock began to wind
down Bartoletti moved along at a steady pace, bouncing
up and down with his cheeks bulging and eyes shut.
"Three, two, one, put down that turkey!" Emcee George
Shea said.
Bertoletti said he collapsed, slouching over the table
in disbelief of how much turkey he just consumed.
"I straightened up and gauged how much food I had
eaten by how much my stomach had stretched,"
Bartoletti said. "I really had no clue how much

I had eaten."
After unexpectedly winning the contest for eating the
most chicken wings just the day before, Bertolettl, the
No. 2-ranked competitive eater in the world, was determined to go all the way by becoming the turk~atl~
champion of the world.
Shea announced the top five competitors: Rich LaFevre in fifth place, "Gravy· Brown In fourth place, Tlm
"Eater
Janus in third place and Joey Chestnut In
second place. And with 6 pounds of turkey in his stomach, Bartoletti took first place for the second time at a
turkey-eating competition in his three-year career as a
competitive eater.
In just three years as a competitive eater, Bartoletti
has set more than a dozen records for the most fOOd
consumed in a set amount of 'time and won almost
$100,000 from various eating competitions. Almost as
. fast as his rise In the ranks of competitive eaters, the
phenomenon of competitive eating has grown to-attract
fans from all over the world and continues to gain sup- · ·
port as an accepted sport.
In 1997, George and Richard Shea founded the Inter- ,
national Federation of Competitive Eating after seeing
a surge in interest from fans in competitive eating.
The two gathered with other competlttve•eatef&•inctlle S1eM
United States to
establish a league with rules,
record-keeping
procedures and requirln&
an emergency
medical technician at every
event, said
Ryan Nerz,
· media

x·
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manager for the International Federation of Competitive
Eating and author of Eat This Book: A Year of Gorging and

he swore off competing in any more eating contests. But ability to expand, to allow more food when competing.
boredom eventually took over, he said, and he -signed "[The stomach] can protract to these really massive
up for another contest a month later.
sizes; basically it's really rare that you would rupture a ,
"Every year it got bigger and bigger and 2001 was
It wasn 't until about a year later, Nerz said, that he stomach: Nerz said. "In the same way that you can train
really the watershed year where [Takeru] Kobayashi heard Bertoletti had won a grilled cheese eating contest your muscles to get really huge and strong you can train
came over and doubled the record [for hot dogs] from and realized Bertoletti was going to become a big-time ·your stomach to expand and train your esophogereal
25 to 50," Nerz said. "That was really the lightning point eater.
sphincters to respond to swallowing large chunks of
for the whole thing."
"Th.at's how things start with these guys; Nerz said. food as these guys do."
In 2004, Bertoletti first tried his hand at competitive "They show up at one thing and realize they're good at it
One of Bertoletti's fiercest competitors and close
eating at a B<!CC.i Pi~eria eat-off his twin sister told him for some reason. And all of a sudden what they thought friend, Joey Chestnut, is the No. 1-ranked competitive
about. As a culinary arts student at Kendall College, was a detriment in eating becomes this great skill."
eater in the world. Chestnut, who met Bertoletti in 2005
Bertoletti always had a passion for good food.
In 2006, Bertoletti broke 11 records and f'lecame the at a bratwurst contest, said he prepares for contests by
"I was always an. avid overeater," Bertoletti said. eating champion of many different foods, including choco- not eating for a few days before the competition.
"People were kind of bored and tired of me trying to late, corned beef sandwiches,jalapenos, Key lime pie and
"A lot of competitive eatingl's.building a tolerance for
show off rny·eating abilities, so I had to look elsewhere ice cream. He competes in a variety of contests because the food ," Chestnut said. "l'll.dtake sure the last food
and this was my first opportunity to shine and. show off for him, the weirder the _food, the better, he said.
I ate before a competition is $ food I'm competing
my eating power."
.
.
Bertoletti said it took him a long time to develop his in."
~
As a newcomer at.ttl~PiliZa contest competing against own tech nique and rise in the ranks to become the now
Chestnut. an ~
-'~· i.n eering student,
some of,~greatest legends in
sai<;l most of t
top eaters are
competitive-eating, including
actually pretty no . · I people, even
63-year-old Rich LeFevre, ·
"I think there's a big bias against competitive eating. Most of the
though they're com~ng fn an atypinobody expected Ber· ·m t erna II y, so you d on 't see 1't
cal"It'sport.
~.
thl e t .1c nat ure of th e spor t ·IS happemng
a
.k
f t
.ty.·"h
t t
.d
toletti .to ·come close
· " Ryan N erz, auth.or of 'Eat Th'IS Boo k·. A y,ear 0 f Gorg·In g
s 11 e a ra erm , -~. es nu sa1 .
h
appem
·we
go
around
to
differeilt
cities even
to beatiyg J.,e~vre. But
and Glory, o'n the Competitive Eating Circuit; said.
though we're not familiar~ith the city.
Nerz, Wlw~ScJ.emoeeing • ,,
the everit, saiG he realized·
We all know each other, we share a hotel
as he was announcing the top
or a car rental. We all love to eat, and no)?9dy's really
tflree competitors that Bertoletti ·
No. 2-ranked eater in the world.
~~."
.
Although ~ orne don't accept competttllle·eatmg as
was doin·g better than
"It did take all of like three years to actually figure it
out though. I was God-awful in a lot of the beginning con- a legitimate sport, Nerz said the physic<f(.ature of
.predicted.
tests; Bertoletti said. "My technique was just practice. competitive eating is happening internally
competiI think every person has their own technique. People tors.
·i
try to dunk the food in water, but I like using a flavored
"I think there's a big bias against competitiV,e eating.
liquid, like a Kooi-Aid or fruit punch. I like to listen to Most of the athletic nature of the sport is happening
music during the contest. It seems to help."
internally, so you don't see it happening; Nerz said.
•,Weighing in at 190 pounds, Bertoletti also tries to
Fan and competitor interest has dramatically increased
stick to a· healthy diet and workout routine. Though · in the past few years, as an estimated 5,000 people
the objective· of competitive eating is to consume as have competed in various competitions. But Nerz said
much as possible in a short amount of time, many top there's still some opposition to take the activity to the
competitive eateJS also 'stay relatively thin and follow next level- the Olympics.
· ·we feel like the sky is t he limit. Why not the Olymdiets and exercise plan s.
" It's like a tight rope act. You want to stay as healthy pics?" Nerz said. "But it was not long ago that people
and fit as possible, but at the same time you want to [didn 't] give real credence to snowboarding or any of
eat a lot," Bertoletti said. "Your body thinks it needs to these other sports. In Japan competitive eating is taken
eat like t hat all the time but it cou ldn't be farther from seriously. We feel ultimately that the needle will move
the truth. You need to balance it with ·diet and exercise a little· bit and people will start to adapt' and be less
arid you're going to have an urge to eat like that all the bias to the sport, which is also something that you do
·
three times a day."
time. You just have to shove it off."
Although Bertoletti said he loves competitive eating,
One theory on why some of the top eaters stay relatively t hin that is accepted by. some in the competitive he doesn't plan on doing it forever.
eating commun ity is the "belt of fat• theory. Nerz said
"I hope I don't turn 50 and ... can't walk away and
although there is no accepted reason for why some I'm a sideshow freak at a carnival or something: Come
competitive eaters are thin, the " belt of fat• theory watch me eat in a trailer for 50 cents," Bertoletti said. " I
argues that a larger belly decreases the 'stomach 's think when I stop improving and I stop having fun then I'll
definitely think about [retiring]. I can't do this forever."
GlOry on the Competitive Eating Circuit.
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Chicago-bred writer gives birth to new character
lot less cynical than I imagined. It started to
become this u plifting story which I think,
ultimately, it is.•
The script eventually attracted the attention of director Jason Reitman, who h ad
just completed his debut feature Thank You

'Juno ' screenwriter Diablo Cody
e nters the mainstream
by Matt Fagerholm
Assistant A&E Editor
SHE IS a girl like no other, or at least, none
ever seen on'a film screen.Juno MacGaff is
16 years old, dresses in jeans and a hoodie
and speaks in a language as razor-sharp in
its directness as it is detached from tangible
emotion. Sh e also happens to be pregnant
and signals the moment her water breaks
by belting "Thunderbirds are GO!"
Meet the protagonist of Juno, a film that
has steadily gained critical acclaim and
media hype ever since premiering to standing ovations at last fall's Toronto Film Festival. Juno also signals the birth of a new star:
first-time screenwriter Diablo Cody, 29. Her
story of seemingly-overnight success seems
probable only in the movies.
After attending Catholic school in the
southwest suburbs of Chicago, Cody lived
in Chicago's Lincoln Square neighborhood
for a few years before sh e met h er husband
on the Internet. She said it was this Midwestern upbringing that influenced the
tone of her future script.
"Even though the film is set in Minnesota, the Midwestern sensibility definitely
permeates everything in it. And the people
in L.A. love that because they get so many
scripts about New York and L.A.," Cody said.
"When I came in with my Midwestern
script, they were like, 'Oh we love you guys!
We love Alexander Payne and the Coens!'"
Yet CodY's script would prove to have a
purely individualistic artistic voice.
It was this same voice that attracted the
interest of Juno producer Mason Novick,

-~·Chicago
~Qeotmbet7

~yt .
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for Snwhing.

Chicago native Diablo Cody scripted the new comedy 'Juno; which opens in Chicago on Dec. 14. The film
has received critical acclaim and has emerged as a serious awards contender.

who was surfing the Internet when he
stumbled upon Cody's blog, entitled
"P---y Ranch." Cody began the blog after
moving to Minneapolis, where she lived
wit h her husband and worked as an insurance adjuster and phone sex operator. Out
of curiosity, she temporarily worked as a
stripper, while u s ing the experience to
ins pire material for h er blogs, as well as
an acclaimed 2004 m emoir, Candy Girl: A
Year in the Lif e ofan Unlikely Stripper. According to Juno's production notes, Novick was
impressed by how funny and candid Cody's
writing was, and asked if she ever considered writing a script. Two months later,
Cody had completed a sample s cript for
Juno, which quickly became a hot project
around Hollywood.

/
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n was the fresh-faced screenwriter's initial goal tomodelherworkafterherfavorite
films.
"Honestly, I always loved dark comedies like Election and Ghost World," Cody
said. "I like movies that h ave a little bite
to them.~
For Juno, Cody decided to approach the
taboo subject of teenage pregnancy from a
different angle.
"I have trouble treating any situ ation
with gravity, that's my problem. I could
go write a comedy about drug mules or
something," Cody said. "I thought if I treat
[the subject] kind of flippantly and make it
kind of funny, then that could be something
new. As it went along, the movie suddenly
started to get a lot more sentimental and a

"[Reitman] really does have such a b ig
heart, and he really went looking for the
h eart in the story," Cody said. "It wound up
becoming a very bright movie in a way, n ot
what I had originally intended."
Another person inspired to make the
script come alive w as 20-year-old Nova
Scotia native Ellen Page, whose specialty
had previously proven to be edgy fndie
dramas including Mouth to M outh and H ard
Candy. Page said she clearly remembers
instantly falling in love with Cody's work.
"When I first read the script, I was just
floored, because it was on e of the greatest
things 1 had ever read,"Page said. "And one
of the things I liked the most was the diaIogue, becau se it ju st slapped me off of.the
page. It was very rhythmic and fluid but
felt really organic. I didn't speak the same
way as Ju no when I w as 16, buti definitely
had my own language with my frien ds,
which was different from how I spoke to
my parents a:nd at work."
Weeks befor e Juno's release, on e line
from the film had already become quotable
among filmgoers wh o h ad seen the trailer.
When asked whether her p arents would
be worried about her staying out late, Juno
replies, "Nab :.. I mean I'm already pregnant, so what other kind of shenanigans
· could I get into?"
'
~>SEE

JUNO, PG. 23
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»JUNO
Continued from PG. 22
Screenwriter Cody offers
a fresh apP.roach t o
c.omlng-of-age com edy
chicago Tribune critic Michael
phillips s_aid he found the film's
dialogue fairly glib upon fir~t
viewing and had to see the film
again in order to appreciate Cody's
work.
"I think one of the great
strengths of Cody's script for Juno
was that you couldn't call any of
the writing interestingly indul·
gent," Phillips said. "It's much
more on -point and purposeful,
and it tends to be very concerned
with moving the scene along."
Phillips also said Cody added
depth to her characters without
using very many words, particularly in the case of Juno's fertile
boyfriend Pau lie Bleeker, played
by SUperbad's Michael Cera.
"Just in one little line she makes
him a more interesting guy," Phillips said. "When Juno's going on
about how [he doesn't] seem to be
trying to be cool, he says 'Actually,
I'm trying really hard,' and that's
beautiful writing."
According to Phillips, other
~gocrs have criticized Cody's.
writing for. Iljak\ng. .all of the
~~'If~ _,;ound too much ~like.
Screenwnter Danny KraVitZ, a
faculty member in Columbia's
Film and Video Department, felt
that such a criticism is commonly
aimed at first-time scripts.
• "I think what happens with art~ts in general [is] they initially
s,tart without a huge awareness
df just how autobiographical their
work-is, Kravitz said. Yet he also
~the~~$[ that every piece
of ~ork .!S ~erently. auto biographicaf "Most good writers
will say-that:every character you
write iS yotiin some foim, that
every protag~ is reallyyou,and
every story you're telling is your
story y~u ue- experiencing tight
now in VOJ.l.!: life 'in some form,"
he said. •Ail work is about you, or
else you Wouldn't have the energy
todoit."
O>ciy said she felt very close to
be[· script's protagonist, and she
waiited to give her the opportunit;ito break onscreen stereotypes
I'IIUtUie"ty aimed at teenage girls.
' ~are tons of teenage girls
tbat :are articulat e, eccentric,
g an d witty," Cody said.
that in film you don't
frequently. I feel like the
~ girl is just there to serve
a
within the framework
of the family and is not herself a
fully realized character. she's like
the condor p uppet."
~e said she felt honored to
pi&ya char~cter that bravely held
011 to her own conviction.
"I've definitely n ever been your
st!ereotypical girl from elementary
sdlool to now; Page said. "And it
gets so frustrating when you feel
tbat pressure from the media
telling you what to like and what
111118icto listen to.l remember fall~ Jove with music in junior
ool and it w~s not the
;music for a g1rl. And [I
r] being judged for it and
udged. for playing sports
and not dressing like a ho-bag."

. ·
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Phillips said he could also sense
t h e personal nature of Cody's
work.
"The character of Juno is completely female-centric in a great
way," Phillips said. "It doesn't feel
like it was written by a sensitive
guy trying to figure someone like
that out. It feels like it caine very
naturally from a genuinely witty
female writer."
He was also impressed by the
film's careful handling of the abortion issue, which he said could
grant the film mainstream appeal
in states both red and blue.
"Juno is one of the rare indie
comedies that could actually play
to a large liberal and conservative
audience,'' Phill ips said, while
adding that the fi lm eventually
reaches a conclusion that "everybody can live with."
As Juno opens in Chicago on Dec.
14, while emerging as a major contender in the upcoming awards

23

season, Cody said she has found
her career taking flight. Steven
Spielberg is executive producing
the pilot for her new Showtime
series "The United States ofTara,"
starring Toni Collette. Cody is
also busy developing more scripts,
including a college sex comedy
from the female perspective,
which she began writing the night
after seeing Superbad.
This may seem like a formidable
amount of work for any writer, but
in Cody's own words, "It's so hard
to get a movie made; you feel like
if you do you better f---in' grab
that opportunity by the nut sac
and squeeze."
For a full transcription of The
Chronicle's interview with Diablo Cody
and Ellen Page, visit our website at
ColumbiaChronicle.com.
mfagerholm@chroni,lemail.com

Ellen Page and Michael Cera play high school friends faced with an unexpected
pregnancy in the upcoming comedy 'Juno.·
FOX SEARCHLIGHT
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»pus
Continued from PG. 13
Patrons: New building will be a
fresh start for The Red Lion
a variety of patrons.
Tom .DeVos, a 23-year-old DePaul alumnu s, sa id he heard abou t The Red Lion from
other students at DePaul. On his third visit
to the pub on Nov.27, DeVos said he felt comfortable studying at The Red Lion and was
upset to hear it was closing that weekend.
"You can study, smoke and have a drink
while avoiding the overly smoky a tmosphere," DeVos said. "I haven't had my fill
yet."
In addition to serving the college crowd
and many from the theater district in
Lincoln Park, The Red Lion pub was also a
favorite lunch spot for Mayor Harold Washington before his death in 1987, said Alton
Miller, assistant dean of the School of Media
Arts at Columbia and former press secretary for Mayor w as hington.
Miller sa id he moved into the Lincoln
Park neighborhood in 1984 and was at The
Red Lion on one of the first nights it opened.
He s uggested the pub as a good spot to grab
a b urger, and Was hington began frequenting the pub for a quiet lunch with Miller.
"He was jus t comfortable there," Mille r
said. "The Red Lion is kind of like t his little
is land o f a tavern, a nd it m anages to s urv ive as a neighborhood tavern because it
more or less ignores the hubbub outside
and concentrates on being a cozy place to
have conversation."
Though th e owners have attempted to
patch up and repair problems with the
building throughout the years, the condition of the building has deteriorated significantly, Miller said. With some ceiling tiles

Jesus Avelar Valdez has been the head cook at The Red Lion Pub. 2446 N. Lincoln Ave., for 16 years.
bar. but plans to <eturn to The Red Lion when it reopens.

caving in, the bathrooms in need of repair
and the wavy floors, Miller said it's time for
the pub to start over w ith a new building.
"You can see that they've really taken
care o f this place to the point w here it's a
cherished but shaky relic, and I think they
really made a good d ecision to say n o more
patching," Miller said. "There's not a right
angle in that place."
The building The Red Lion occupied was
also rumored to be the most haunted pub
in Chicago.
- " It attracts quite_;..lot of interest around
being haunted," Parnell said. "It's usually
a top spot on all the ghost tours and ghost
hunting expeditions."
Among the many g hos t stories and

strange occurrences told to have happened
at The Red Lion, Colin Cordwell insists
the ghost of his father and that of "Dirty
Dan Danforth," the former owner of the
building before John Cardwell, haunt the
pub.
"Colin said he was once coming down the
stairs and he felt pushed, which sent him
to the hos pital," Parnell said. "He claims
no one was in the bar and he felt it was the
spirit of Dirty Dan."
Some long-time pat rons also insist th at
other strange occu rrences, like the overwhelming scent of lavender perfume said
to h ave come from the ghost of a woman
who lived upstairs when the building once
housed apartments, prove the bui~ding is

Tim Hunt THE CHRONICLE
haunted.
Though he said the original pub will be
missed and he's anxious to- see the new
version, Parnell said h e wonders abou t
one thing when the building will be torn
down.
"Where are the ghosts going to go?" Parn ell said. "Are they goin g to hang around
and torture the people who are living in the
condos upstairs?"
Heinen said he's not quite sure.
"I don't know. People have told me that
hall the time they go and hall the time they
stay," Heinen said. "I guess we'll have to
wait and see."

Tired of dirty fingers?

www.columbiachronicle.com

jgalliart@chroniclemail.com
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ROLLING STONE: 'THE RETURN OF LED ZEP-

GOOD MAGAZINE

THE WALL STREET JOURNAL IN THE HALLWAY

Skip all the negativity, let's read something good. GOOD magazine is packed full of inspiring articles about people doing respectable things and simple ways for readers to do good, as
well. Best of all, your $20 subscription fee goes straight to a
nonprofit organization of your choice. - K. Badger

The previous tenant in the apartment across the hall from me
had a subscription to The Wall Street Journal. which clearly
doesn't interest the current tenants ... It has been piling up
outside their door since October. (Apparently, recycling doesn't
interest them either.) As of last week, I've claimed it as my own
... waste not, want not! -S. Harvey

SAMANTHA WHO? ON ABC

'WAITRESS' DVD EXTRAS -

Christina Applegate has returned to the small screen as a
twentysomethi.ng who has lost her mind-literally-and she
desperately tries to change the person she finds out she was.
Applegate steals the show with the awkward, yet funny dialogue
between her character and her doorman that always makes me
chuckle. - B. Marlow
.../':':\

A trapped optimist. small-town waitress Jenna bakes pies
Hate My Husband Pie," for example) as a release from real·
ity. The movie ends on a happy note. but it's undercut by the
solemnity of some of the extras, which serve as a t ribute to
director Adrienne Shelly, who was murdered before her film's

'I AM AN ANIMAL: THE STORY OF INGRID
NEWKIRK AND PETA' ON HBO

PSJN'
Anytime Led Zeppelin makes the cover of Rolling Stone, it's time
to pick up a copy. The story about what it was like for Jimmy
Page and Robert Plant behind the scenes as Led Zeppelin begin
to rehearse is an intimate look into one of the greatest bands of
all time. - L Smucker
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INCUBUS: 'LOOK ALIVE '
Incubus' latest release, a CD/DVD called Look Alive, features
footage of the band at Chicago's Northerly Island on July 25 .
What I didn't like is that the CD is literally a music-only version
· of the DVD; nothing extra is added. - L Smucker

VINTAGE TELEVISION
I do miss new episodes of my favorite late night shows. but seeing re.runs of "The Tonight Show woth Jay Leno · from the 1980s
Is super entertaining. 1 love seeing NBC air shows w1th Julia
Roberts from when she was in her 20s and Tom Hanks before
he was collecting Oscars. -J. Ga /liarr

rt

release. -S. Harvey

I hate PETA. But watching this documentary about its president.
Ingrid Newkirk, educated me about why she is so nuts and her
logic behind her radical ideals. It seems to applaud her efforts
at first, but it elegantly transitions into a bi-partisan take on t his
crazy lady's life. -J. Galliart

PITBULL: 'THE BOATUFT'

THE AGGROLITES: ' REGGAE HIT L.A.'

Pitbull continues to represent Miami in his latest album, which
was released Nov. 27. He goes from sounding like R. Kelly in
slow jam songs like " Stripper Pole" to having high energy in club
hits like "The Anthem: - 8. Palmer

The Aggrolites sound like ska and reggae mixed with soul and
R&B at times. This record is a throwback to my pre-teen years.
when I loved ska, which I abandoned as a teen in an attempt to
mature. And that abandonment still stands. I can't like a new
ska band. - 8 . Schlikerman

CENSORED 'HAPPY GILMORE'
Here's how the TV version of the movie sounded (italicized words
were originally profanity). Shooter: ~I eat pieces of scum like you
· for breakfast!~ Happy: "You eat pieces of scum for
breakfastr Or. my favorite, Happy to Bob Barker: "The price is
wrong, Bobby!" -B. Palmer

BIG MOUTHS
People w1th big mouths really have it n1ade. When was putting
your whole fist 1n your mouth NOT a party h1t? Also. chubby bunny
anyone? Too bad smalf mouths can't ever w1n at these awesome
tnck s. Suckers. -C. Mahlmeisrer
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Premium Blend
With Heather Perry
HEATHER PERRY knows how to wear a hat
or two.
After Perry graduated from Columbia in
2006 with a bachelor's degree in th eater, she
performed in t heate r p roductions and cofounded a female art collaborati ve. But s he
also sh ifted he r focus to another passionmusic.
Pe rry released he r second solo record,
Doing It For You, in 2006, and since then has
been teachi ng music at the Old Town School
of Folk Music.She'sstill heading up a fema le
a rt colla borative an d was recently asked
to join a nother local ban d, City Electric,
to s ing and play keyboards at their s hows
and on their upcoming record. She's also
managed to find time to work on he r next
solo record, diverti ng from a folk-i nspired
sound to more of an eerie vi be. Sh e d raws
her inspiration from fe male m usicians like
Patti Smith, Cat Power, Je n ny Lewis and PJ
Harvey.
The Chronicle sat down with Perry to talk
a bout h er mus ic.
The Chronicle: You graduated wit h a
degree in theate r from Columbia. How
did you make the switch from acting to
music?
Heather Perry: I've always tried to bala nee t heater and music, and it seems like
one will come to the forefront on its owr{
and then they switch. I let it happen organically; wh atever p rojects come up are t he

ones I focus on. I feel like there's a rhythm
to it, a nd wh en theater stuff com es up,
t hat's w h at I focus on . And w hen mus ic
stuff comes u p, that 's what ·I focus on .
For th e last while, it's pretty m uch been
m usic. I do a lot of performance art too. It's
an expression of my theatrical background
in a way. I've been doing play readings for
local Chicago playwrights. I'm also trying to
write a play to take my degree in a direction
that 's relevant.
What aresomeofthe themesorstories
you explore in your music?
I feel like the best mus ic and the best art
com es from a person al or individual place;
[it] expresses somethin g universal everyon e
can relate to. Not to say that I achieve that
lofty aim,butl think it va ries from project to
project. And as I mature as a musician, I feel
like the songs go from being just about me
to being a little bigger. Right now I'm trying
to write a little m ore political stuff fo r the
fi rst time, which I never felt bold enough
to.try before. It always comes from a place
that is persona l and individual-something
I'm experiencing or going th rough. As I get
older, it becomes larger scale. I think I'm
gett ing a little more courageous.
Whatinspiredyoutowriteyouralbum
Doing It For You?
Th e CD sort of cam e from a particula r
year in my li fe. I was really up an d down
relationsh ip-wise,a'hd there were some real

Heather Perry. a Columbia alumna, is currently working on her third next solo album.
Courtesy HEATHER PERRY
bottoming-out points. But at the same time
1 still felt th is idealistic h ope. It's sort of
like the contrast between that, the fact that
things seem so bleak at th e time. But I still
had this real idealistic streak in me that I
didn't want to get jaded about an d let go of.
I wanted to hang onto [it].
How do you write songs?
It really depends. It used to be lyrics fi rst.
But I think that's when I wasn't just as technical a musician yet, so I had to rely on the
words and then try to m ake anything musically work around th em. But now, I feel like
over the past few years I've gotten a lot better
as a m usician. Right now, I have some songs
w h ere I have really elaborate piano parts
for everything, beginning to end, and n ow I
have to decide what I want to write the son g
about. It's chan ging, but it can go either way.
With my solo stuff, I like to have everything
mapped out before I go into the studio,every

part written and every musician I need to
ready to go, because time is mon ey.
Have you had any battles with stage
fright?
I really don 't, and I feel t h at's something t he theater degree helped me with.
I really feel the theater degree is relevant
to m usic because I feel like I got a performance arts degree; it's just the m edium
th at changes. Stage presence is really
im portant w h en you 're a m usician, but
the theater background helps with that . I
still get nervou s, but it's n ever crippling.

Perry is currently writing and recording
f or City Electric and her next solo album. For
more information, visit Perry's website at
HeatherPerry.net or MySpace.com/HeatherPerryMusic.
- B. Marlow

H ROSCOPES
ARIES (March 21-April 19) Things go a lot better today. For one reason. you've got
help. For another, the gate's unlatched. You can go as far as you want. Launch
new projects now.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20) The job you've just been assigned wi ll be more fun
than usual. Stash away the money you make to buy yourself a s pecial treat.

tD

GEMINI (May 21-June 21) You're so cute, you can get away with anything, well,
almost. Ask again and you could get a positive answer this time. You already
know the question.

~

CANCER (June 22-Ju ly 22) Gossip can include a bit of the truth, but it still needs
to be treated with care. Don't tell everybody what you've discovered. You'lllose
your advantage .

SOPHOMORE'

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) You're figuring out the game and that means you're winn ing
more often. You love it w~en this happens. It looks good on you, too.

Douglas McClellan, a sophomore
interior architecture major, sat outside the Wabash Campus Building,
623 S. Wabash Ave., both hands
covered in thick wool gloves.
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DOUGLAS MCCLELLAN
INTERIOR ARCHITECTURE

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) Shopping is fun, but is there an end to it? Every place
you go, you find more things that you could use at home or give away to friends.
Great discipline is required.

His navy blue coat was buttoned
up, covering him neatly with sharp
angles. His white Chuck Taylors
seemed to almost repel dirt.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-0ct. 22) Your curios ity has been aroused, so set out to satisfy it.
This quest could cause you to spend several hours in your favorite bookstore. So
be it.

"I usually j ust wear white, blue, black
or gray, not so much color," McClellan said.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21 ) Dreams are more than a way to s pend time while
you're asleep. Yours also lead to pleasant ways to increase profits. A delightful
thought works out well in real life.

But McClellan said he does like to
shop at Club. Monaco, 900 N. Michigan Ave., a New York-based clothing
company.

SAGITIARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) Share in a frie nd's enthusiasm. Let yourself
get involved in a project that benefits somebody else. Spread the good feelings
around. One good deed leads to many.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.' 19) Why is it that practical people, like yourself, are so
often surrounded by those who can't make a decision? It's your job to help them.
Do it again .

- L. Smucker

AQUAR IUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) Travel conditions are improving for you, considerably.
Make your escape with friends. The coast is clear.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20) If you're concerned about finances, figure out what
you have. Then figure out what you can get. Make lists of what you need and
want. And then, start scratching silly things off.

Andrew A. Nelles THE CHRONICLE
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Columbia College Chicago
Campus Apple Store

·

33 E. Congess 1st Floor
Chicago, IL 60660 31 2.344.8MAC
apple1 @colum.edu
www.colum.edu/applestore

~
Apple

Free Apple Workshop
4Pm - 6pm
December
600 S. Michigan Rm 921

s•",

To sign up email:
Suzanne.Marlatt2mac.com

Holiday Sale.
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Sardoku
Fill in (he grid so that every row,- column and 3x3 box
contains the numbers 1 through 9.

f.

Cr()ssword
;~CROSS

t 1;·Mim:nara and
: Gcilifee .
5 Flock juniors
10 Chatter ·
indiscreetly
14 Need
15 Double curves
16 Queue
17 Comic Johnson
18 Begin's peace
partner ·.
19 Makes up one's
mind ..

20 Rearview gap
22 Misplaces
23 Stage signal
24 ·_ street"
26 Mesh fabric
30 Electronic
musical effects
33 Finewerk
34 Genesis twin
36 Big name in.ice
cream
'.?.7 ~ of Orleans
39 Squealer
41 Grain tower
~ 2007 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
12/8/07
42 Take part (in)
All rights ruerved.
45 Bend out of
shape
8 One who
48 Raven's call
Solutions
49 Richard or Gene
pounds
51 Have
9 Concorde, e.g.
MV 1 S l
V 1 S Vld • a 3 H S
a 3 1:1 llrl •
3 z v 1
53 Geronimo's tribe 10 Loose, women's 3 s o d
55 Del. mil. grp.
trousers
1 1 0 ·1
N01Nn .
NI 01
56 Chip makers
11 Faked support
S 3 1 V 1 n d rl V
1 3 1 N I
58 Cuts off
12 Put money in the o v 1 . 3 f:l 0 'it d v 63 Choice cut
kitty
s s 3 s s 0 d . S N Orl ~ I S
64 Workers' group
13 Armstrong or
MV o• d 1:1 VM .
3 9 v 9 N 3
65 Droop lazily
~~yer;ooll"'"'*'
0 1 I S
1 v 1:1 . • a I V rl
66 Kick back ,
::.and hill
67 !'!Ogged down
22 Volcanic output
1 3 ' fl 1:1 v 0 • n v s 3 . 1 1:1 v
•68 Stan~
25 Min. fraction
s 8 1:1 3 fl 3 1:1 . £ '3 N H S I ~
69 Small .sto rage
' 26 Reputations
3 ~ v s 3 s• 3 n 0building
27 Shiraz resident -

••

,.._.,T

70 Unguine or ziti
71 Cabbage salad

~!9(-.rr""

28 Brand as
d isgraceful
Bartok

32 Delays
35 Big letters in
Detroit
, 38 Attempted to
qwd
~ soundproof
6 UrgenHetters · ~ Barroom
,~
7 .PrecurSor to • .,...,., spigot i..
·.Windows
43 Point of soccer

-

S3S01 .

13

10dSaNI 1 8
a v s
1 1:1 v
S S 3
1 N V.M
P'l v · ·1
·s v 3 s

s 1 d 01 1 v
3 N .I .1
S 3
~g·v=~~~"'I'& •·"- li<fl's -s· 8

.,

Comic Relief

...

44 SASE, for
example
46 Domed room
47 Exam for jrs.
50 Singer Twain
52 Head covers?
54 ArabJeaders

56
.67
59
60
61
62
64

Ailments
Ark man
Pound or Frost
Awl or hoe
Lqh~grin 's love
Large '!fllOunt
Diamond decider

5 4 8 3 1 6
5 3 8
7 3 6
3 1 5
6

1

4 2 5

9
8 2 4

4 2 8
9 7 4 2 3 8
..
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Columbia's toilets going green
Water and energy-deprived states like
California and Georgia are making smart
moves to conserve. So is Columbia. The
school is starti ng to use low-flow toilets,
a new breed of toilet that uses less water
to flush than the average bowl. In October,
Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger signed
into law a mandate that half of all toilets
ma nufactured in California must be lowflow by 2010. By 20H, 100 percent must
adhere to the new low-flow technology.
Every state sho uld stron gly consider
requiring businesses and homes to use
these new toilets. They save huge amounts
of water, about 1/3 of a gallon per flush.
That, in turn, saves a lot of money in energy
costs. The average toilet uses 1.6 gallons of
water to flush, according to CNN. If you
consider all the toilets m anufactured before
1994, t he year congress passed several lowflow requirements, that amount goes up to
3.5 gallons per fl ush.
If the average A.mer ican flushes twice
a day, then the new toilets could save 180
million gallons of water a day.
Columbia's administration is on t he
ball about this issue. Many students have
noticed the new toilets in the wabash
Campus Building, 623 S. wabash Ave., feature a double flusher-one clears the bowl
of liquid waste (and uses about .8 to .9 gallons per flush ) and the other deals w ith
solid waste (about 1.6 gallon s). While the
solid flusher uses more water than the new
generation of low-flow toilets, the amount
of water conserved ends up being about the
sam e when the sm all am ount of water used

for liquid waste is considered .
The only complaints from students seem
to be that they sometimes can forget to use
the correct flusher when using the bathroom. But familiarity with the new system
should fix that problem quickly.
The new toilets are more expens ive (they
can range up to $400, $300 more than the
average commode) and that gives many
consumers pause. But according to CNN,
the new models pay for themselves in two
years when the savings in water and energy
bills is factored in.
Columbia should continue to do its part
by installing these new toilets in all of its
new spaces and buildings. Columbia should
also begin replacing the older toilets in its
buildings with the water-saving low-flows.
The project would cost money at first, but
eventually that cash would be recouped ,
and the water and energy saved in the process should be worth the cost .
Vice president of Campus Environment
Alicia Berg told The Chronicle that the college is doing its part in conserving wat er
and energy in the bath room. Initiatives
underway at the school include installin g
lights that tum off by themselves when the
bathroom is unoccupied and replacing old
s i ~s with new models that only run for a
few seconds and use just enough water t o
wash your hands or face.
Conservation is vital to cutting energy
costs, saving water and electricity and
lessening our impact on the environment.
Columbia students can be proud to be at a
school that takes it seriously.

FOX

NEWS

Never abad time for peace talks
On Nov. 27, representat ives from m ore
than 40 countries met inAnnapolis,Md. to
begin peace talks between the Israeli and
Palestinian governments. It's an encouraging step toward finding a reasonable solution to the bloody conflict.
However, many hard-liners in Palestine
and the rest of the Middle East, as well as
many American and world leaders, have
said the peace talks come at a bad time.This
is because the militant Palestinian leadership of Hamas, which controls much of the
Gaza Strip, has refused to take part in the
talks, and made a statement preemptively
defying any agreements made that don't
include the destruction of Israel.
It's unfortunate that Hamas, which the
U.S.labels a terrorist organ ization, refuses
to participate in the negotiations, but that's
no reason not to have them. The popularity
of the extremists who control the party is
waning among Palestinians, as evidenced
by their June removal from power in the
West Bank, according to CNN.
Extremists who use terror tactics and
refuse to bargain can't be reasoned with-to
cancel the peace talks unt il the Palestinia n government is m ore stable would be
dangerous. In the intervening months or
years the situation could get much worse, to
a point at wh ich pPace talks may no longer
be a viable option.
Palestinian President Mah moud Abbas,
who heads rhe more centrist/liberal Fatah
party, is attending the meetings, and w hile

he has several demands that Israeli leadersh ip would have refused in the past, t hey
weren\ immediately rejected at the meeting. They include the creation of a Palestinian st ate, the rem oval of Israeli military
outposts in the Palestinian territories and
the designation of East Jerusalem as the
capitol of the new state.
Israeli Prime Minister Ehud Olmert said
on Nov.27that Israel was "prepared t o make
a painful compromise, rife with risks, in
order to realize these aspirations" of peace.
His words are commendable.Willingness to
com promise is essential to any negotiation,
and the dedication to which both leaders
are applying themselves to these meetings
s hould give the rest of the world hope for a
peaceful solution.
The results of the peace talks may be controversia l, and will not satisfy everyone on
either side of t he divide. But the willingness
the leaders have shown to compromise,
and the presence of so many other Middle
Eastern countries legitimizes the tim ing
and t he goals of the peace talks.
In a document Secretary of State Condoleeza Rice helped them write on Nov. 27,
Abbas and Olm ert h ave decided to m eet
with each other every two weeks u ntil this
conflict is resolved, with a hopeful deadline
of2009.The summit has t urned the IsraeliPalestinian conflict in to a conve rsation,
and for once, the Bush admin istration can
be proud of its foreign policy in the Middle
East .

Letter tothe Editor:
Dear Editor,
As a Columbia student, I am enraged at a
new proposal being offered by Cook Cotinty,
wh ich would add a $4 tax to each phone in
Cook County-each month!
BetWeen student loans, ren t and cost of
living in Chicago, I am already livin g on a
tight budget. I have a land line,a cell phone,
internet, as well as a cable connection- all
necessities that would cost me an extra $16
a month, on top of t he federal, state and
local phone taxes and fees I already pay. It
may not soun d like a lot of money, but in
the eyes of a college studen t, it's not just
$16, it's groceries, school supplies or even
a textbook.
I've learned th at ; month-to-m o nth,

I need to figure out h ow to budget my
limited finances. If my cell phone bill is
h igher than expected, I put mon ey allotted
for entertainment towar d the bill. I am
responsible for my spending-and whether
I'm over- or under-budget. I think Cook
County needs to take a little lesson from
college students! If we can figure out how
to budget, so should they.
I urge all college s tudents in Cook County
to speak out against the p hone tax. They
shouldn't get any more of our money. Visit
NoPhoneTax.org and urge the County comm issioners to vote "NO" on the phone tax.
We all need to stand up against this unreasonable proposal!
Eleanor Arlook

Have an opinion about something you read in t his newspaper?
Did you catch a mistake, t hink we could have covere d a story better or believe
s trongly a bo ut an issue that faces a ll of us here at Columbia?
·
Why not write a letter to the editor? At the bottom of Page 2 you'll fi nd a set of
g uidelines on how to do this. l et us hear from you.
- The Chro nicle Editorial Boa rd
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Welcome toMcChicago, home of corporate sponsors

by Becky Sl:hlikerman
Assistant City Beat Editor

In a homogenized world where one can
purchase Coca-Cola in small villages across
the globe, it's difficult to preserve the integrity of one's home against the encroachment of corporate branding and control.
Now even the city of Chicago is flirting
with the idea of taking branding one step

further.
T}le city has hired a marketing firm to
research the possibility of licensing city
attractions and icons to corporate sponsors
to bring in revenue, The Associated Press
reported on Nov. 23. The city is paying Octagon Inc.$285,000 to create a marketing plan
by next spring.
There are numerous conflicts that arise
when just the city considers of branding ·
itself. Not only would corporate branding
cheapen the'history and legacy of one of
America's greatest cities, but it would also
exploit its people.
If the city implemented a marketing
scheme, it would change the character of
the city, and future generations wouldn't

question corporate sponsorship in the ir
everyday life. Plus, it would be impossible to
avoid supporting large corporations if our
city was selling off bits and pieces of infrastructure to different corporate giants.
Im agine a w orld wherein even if you
did'n't support Gap's overseas production ,
you had to ride on the Gap e!. Each time you
slid a couple of bills into the fare machine
and walked onto the platform, you would
be supporting the company's practices by
living your everyday life.
This marketing scheme is expected to
help the city financially, which it may just
do in the short term. But this is not the time
for the ~ity to spend $285,000 to fund an
investigation and report on possibilities
and what may occur."
After all, the City Council just raised taxes
to alleviate the city's financial shortcomings and the Chicago Transit Authority is
projecting its doomsday on Jan. 20.
The money spent on Octagon's contract
should have been spent on pressing issues,
such as education, health care or public
transit- not on a contract to investigate a
possible corporate windfall.
City officials should be held responsible
for the budget's shortcomings instead of
just finding easy, tacky solutions for longterm problems.
Although Chicago has a history of buildings named after corporations , such as the
Wrigley Building and Wrigley Field, named
after the Wrigley Company; the Sears Tower,
named after Sears, Roebuck & Co. and 't he
John Hancock Center, named after the John
Hancock Insurance company, most of those
buildings were built for that company's

Kimi Badger THE CHRONICLE

use-with the exclusion of Wrigley Field.
Naming those buildings after the company
that built them was appropriate because
the building houses their operations.
If corporations want to create new attractions and be a part of their inception, it
would be understandable for the corporation's name to be on the property.
Millennium Park has each area of its
land sponsored by a different companythe Chase Promenade, AT&T Plaza and the
McCormick Tribune Ice Rink. But that is a
different situation because we rarely associate those names with the park. Instead of
saying "I'm going ice skating at the McCormick Tribune Ice Rink" we say "I'm going
ice skating at Millennium Park."
Although it's possible we may not associate the el with the company that sponsors it

at first, the Gap el, for example, may eventually become part of Chica_go lexicon without
people even realizing.
I'm not against advertising, especially if
it brings reve nue to much-needed causes,
such as the CTA, but I am against blatantly
selling out, which is what the city would
be doing if this marketing scheme were
to be put into effect. The city would s uffer
because Chicago icons would become associated with corporations, not with the city
itself.
I don't w ant to live in a city that covers up
its elected officials' m ismanagement with
corporate money and control.
I want to live in Chicago, not McChicago,
a city sucking on the corporate teat.

bschlihennan@chroniclemail.com

Republican voters gaze across an empty field

by Wes Giglio
Commentary Editor

Republican voters are in a bit of a pickle
this primary season. Most of them don't
have a candidate.
In the past 27 years, the GOP h as always
served up variations on th e same basic
character. He's male, of course, and white.
He's a rugged individualist (or at least has
played one on TV). He believes in family
values like Christianity, the right to life,
bans on homosexual union and prayer in
schools. He defends the Second Amendment, believes in big business, big mis -

siles and small government (except when
it comes to abortion , war a nd the Patriot
Act). He never raises taxes.
Above all else, he is optimistic about our
country, our fore ign policy and ou r place
in the world.
Ronald Reagan was the embodiment of
the s tereotype, and that accounts for the
god-like status Republicans give h im. One
of the more popular and cutt ing insults
being tossed around this primary season
is "you're n o Ronald Reaga n." Most recently Mitt Romney said it of Mike Huckabee,
according to CNN. The irony for the slinger
of that insult is that n either is he.
Here's a breakdown of a few of the major
GOP candidates, and why true conservatives won't want to vote for any of them.
Rudy Giuliani: Th e former mayor of
New York has worked h ard to m a ke his
nam e synonymous with 9/11, even having
a fundraising event where each contribution was to be $9.n,according to Fox News.
He has since den ounced that event and its
organizers, but the hero status the tragedy
bestowed on him at the time is s tarting
to backfire. His record on social issues has

Reeubllcan Presidential candidates take the stage at the Shingle Creek Resort in Orlando, Aa .. on Oct.

21.

MCT

been in marked contrast to conservative
mores. When he was mayor h e was prochoice, pro -gun control and s up ported
homosexual dom estic partn ersh ips a nd
legal benefits for same sex cou ples. Now
that he's running, he has changed his position on abortion an d gun-control, a move
conservatives should easily recognize as
"flip-flopping." Giulian i also has issues on
the family values front, as a man w ho's h ad
th ree wives and bad relationships w ith his
two step children. Giuliani contrasts with
the GOP stereotype of th e hated "New York
intellectual."
Mitt Romney: The former _gove rnor of
Massachusetts has a similar handicap when
it comes to his location.The only state conservatives revile m ore than New York: Massachusetts, the h om e of John Kerry, Barney
Frank and the w h ole Kennedy cla n .
Romney also shows signs of ada ptin g
h is values to the vote rs. while governor
he was pro-cho ice a nd pro-gun control,
while as a presidential hopeful h e is not.
He claims that his mind was changed, the
sam e w ay Reagan 's was, after h e became
governor. "I'm very proud of t he fact that
I became pro-life, just like Ronald Reagan
did," Romney told CNN.
John Mccain : McCain spent years as a
super-moderate Republican, and his years
as a favorite of John Stewart and "The Daily
Show" don't en force the kind of anti-liberal
pose most GOP candidates strike so aggressively. while serving as a senator from Arizona, he voted against the Bus h tax cuts
in 2001 a nd 2003, and there was even some
discussion that J oh n Kerry might ask hi m
to join his ticket as vice president in 2004.
His flirtation with the left alienated hi m
from die-h a rd right wingers, but m ade
him popular with centrists a nd undecided
vote rs. But n ow h e's begun to embrace
many of the Bus h administration 's policies, distancing himself from his former
base. Recently, he voted to continue the tax

cuts until 2010, and has been vocal in h is
support for th e war in Iraq.
After holding both factions of h is party
at arm's length, McCain doesn 't have a leg
to stand on.
Mike Huckabee: Huckabee is an interesting can didate. Several m ont hs ago, n<!
one was givin g him a chance to w in the
nomination, but recen t polls h ave s hown
he is leading in Iowa. The former minister
appeals to the socio-religious convictions
of the Republican pa rty. He is, and always
has been , against abortion a nd same-sex
unions and marriage. He has been a longtime su pporter of the NRA, and, according
to the New Yorker, cannot recall a single
time h e's ever disagreed with them .
How ever, Hucka bee's ideas as far as
dom estic policy are an ything but tradition ally conservative. He h as called for a
re-vamping of th e educational system that
would emph asize right-brain skills activities like art and music. He would abandon
the sta nda rdized testing system s favored
by the No Child Left Behind Act .
As governor, h e raised taxes (as well as
cut th em) several times, and refers to t he
Club for Growth (a GOP organization that
advocates for tax c uts, especially for the
wealthy) as the "club for greed." Conservatives will be attracted to his down-h ome
ministerial image, but they may balk at his
willingness to increase education spending
and re peal tax cuts.
The curre nt pool of candidates doesn't
offer republicans a comple te can didate.
There are ministers who won't cut ta xes,
mode rates changing their tune, flip -flop pers and n obody, absolutely nobody, like
Ronald Reagan.
A republican loss in November is probable, but w ithout a candidate conservatives
can feel passiona te about, it seems m ore
a nd more like a certainty.

jgiglio@chroniclemail.com
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SUBMIT DEMOS TO PERFORM ON OUTSIDE
· STA
~
· Gm~~
.
AROUND CAMPUS DURING MANI~ST: . MAY 16,
.

.
At least one group member must be a Columbia student.
. - ..

~ . . ·.:\.::... _._ '-· -~.:...;..,..·-~: -~~-- ....-·.;-p. ·~~·~·~¥-i~·.o¥"..;...~ rp.;r-:~~--~1"41
~

Demos must be submitted on a CD or DVD and have good sound and/or
video qu ality.
Demo must be clearly labeled with the name of the group, contact number,
oasis number and email address. Submitted demos will not be returned .
Demos can be submitted to :
Sharod Smith , Program Coordinator of College-wide Events
6 23 South Wabash Avenue, Floor 1/Hokin Annex, Office A
312-344-7188 , ssmith@colum.edu

DEADLINE: February 15, 2008
Supported by the student activity fee through the Office of College-wide Eve

Columbia

~

COLLEGE

C HICAGO
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City Beat
Calendar

Communi

Tuesday, Dec. 4
Want to share your mea l creations with ot hers? Slow Food
Chicago is hosting a holiday potluck at the French Pastry School ,
2 26 W. Jackson Blvd., at 6 p.m.
Bring a dish that can be shared
with six other people and savor
others' culinary creations. Free
beer and wine will also be provided. Tours of the French Pastry
School wil l be given throughout
the evening. Members pay $10.
to attend . For non-members , the
cost is $20.
Visit SlowFoodChicago.org for more
information.

Friday, Dec. 7

Family members of Harold Long, a security guard who was shot while on duty on Nov. 23, hold a candlelight vigil at 63rd and Rockwell streets on Nov. 2 7.
Rachael Strecher THE CHRONICLE

3\M Security guard murder

ThJ'tJJY' unites communities
.

against violence

by Silvana Tabares
Assistant City Beat Editor

RESIDENTS ON Chicago's Southwest Side
have had enough of the sh~otings in their
co=unities. In a candlelight vigil they
called an end to the violence that has damaged neighborhoods throughout Chicago.
The most recent shooting happened on

Nov. 23 when Harold Long, 23; a security
guard at Get M Girlz clothing store, 2547 w.
63rd St., was shot and killed by unknown
offenders during an attempted robbery of
the store.
Legislators, local ministers, community
organizations and residents gathered in a
prayer vigil at 63rd and Rockwell streets on
Nov. 27, to respond to the increased cycle of
violence that has claimed the lives of people
in their neighborhoods. They also voiced
the need to renew funding for violence.
Long's sister, Shauntarnika Friley Green,

said her brother's life was taken when the
store he was guarding was robbed for less
than $200 worth of clothes.
"It [has] to stop. After my brother it will be
someone else, and someone else, and someone else. It's just senseless," said Green, tearfully holding onto a photo of Long.
Alderman Toni Foulkes of the 15th Ward
said she is fed up with the recurring
violence.
"It's happening because we are allowing

»SEE LONG, PG. 37

Initiative aids
NFL veterans

Help fight hunger by participating in the Empty Bowls Project,
in which local artists from the
Lillstreet Art Center created
handmade ceramic bowls. The
bowls will be filled with soup
and served with bread for $20.
Guests keep the bowl as a
reminde r of empty bowls and
hungry people in the world. The
event is on a first-come , firstserved basis at First Slice Pie
Cafe, 4401 N. Ravenswood Ave.,
from 6 p.m . to 9 p.m. The First
Slice Pie Cafe provides food for
t hose in need.
Visit Lillstreet.com's event calendar
for more information.

Saturday, Dec. 8
If you like handmade crafts,
head over to the Handmade Market at the Empty Bottle, 1035
N. Western Ave., from noon to
4 :30 p.m. You'll find a variety of
local ly made wares, such as j ewelry, knit items and c lothing. Thi s
event is free , and is held on the
second Saturday of every month .
Visit HandmadeChicago.com for
more information.

Sunday, Dec. 9
by Becky Schlikerman
Assistant City Beat Editor

• PROFESSIONAL FOOTBALL players may lead
glamorous lives while in the league, but
some retired players are facing homelessness, health problem s and financial ruin
without the help from the player 's union,
critics say.
In a show of solidarity with injured
and retired football players, Kyle Turley,
an offensive lineman for the Kansas City
Chiefs,donated $2S,OOO,his pay for the Dec.
23 game, to the Gridiron Greats Assis tance
Fund, a nonprofit association that provides
financial assistance along with social services to retired NFL players.
Turley announced his donation and an

Tim Hunt THE CHRONICLE

initiative to recruit other active players
to donate their Dec. 23 pay or part of it
for what he's dubbed "Gridiron Guardian
Sunday" at Mike Ditka's Restaurant, 100 E.
Chestnut St.,on Nov.27. The press conference
was attended by Mike Ditka, a former Chicago Bears coach and a board member of the
Gridiron Greats, and Gale Sayers, a former
Bears running back and a board member
of the Gridiron Greats, who want disability

help for retired players in need.
Ditka, Sayers and Turley said the NFL
Players Association, the players' union, has
a flawed pension system that does not help
retired players who need assistance.
The disability program has to be fixed,
Ditka said. Players are denied disability
despite having serious and debilitating

»SEE DITKA, PG. 37

Eve r dream of being a ba llet
dancer? Now's.your chance . Th e
Chicago Departm ent of Cultura l
Affai rs is hosting t he sixth annua l Dance Along Nutc racke r at
th e Preston Bradley Hall at the
Chicago Cultura l Center, 78 E.
Washington St., from noon to 3
p.m. Partic ipants are encouraged
to dress up in tutu s , tiara s and
ba llet slippers as t hey pi rouette ·
and plie to Tchaikovs ky's " Nutcracker Suite." Thi s free event is
open to a ll ages .
Call (312) 744-6630 for more
Information.
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Skate park under construction in Logan Square
~

Skateboarding advocate
pushes for more options
on the West Side

by David Lister
Staff Writer

who grew up skateboarding in
the Chicago area, Brian Babbitt is used to
the difficulties that come with t he sport,
such as finding a place to skate. The 21-yearold DePaul University student lives in West
Town, so the city's two skate parks are a
lengthy train or bus ride away.
skaters in that area will now have a new
place to hone their skills. The plans for the
city's first covered skate park were approved
at the intersection of Logan Boulevard and
Western Avenue, underneath the Kennedy
Expressway overpass, at the Chicago Park
District's Oct. 17 meeting.
Marta Juaniza, assistant press secretary
for the Chicago Park District, said the district hopes to complete the skate park by
next spring with an estimated budget of
ssoo,ooo.s he said construction should begin
by mid-December.
The skate park was initially proposed in
2002 by park advocate and former skater
Mark Heller. He said the help he received
from area skaters and Friends of the Parks,
an organization dedicated to improving and
preserving Chicago parks, was important to
the skate park's approval.
The lengthy amoun t of time he spent
AS SOMEONE

advocating for the park is not unusual, Heller
said, considering the amount of bureaucracy
involved in getting approval. Because the
park will be built on land owned by the
Illinois Departm~nt of Trans portation, the
proposal was more difficult to get approved ,
he added.
The Logan Square Skate Park will be
the third in the city limits. The other two,
Burnham Skate Park, 3400 S. Lake Shore
Drive, and the Wilson Skate Park, 4800 N.
Lake Shore Drive, are both on the East Side
of the city, previously leaving skaters on the
West Side with no options.
Helle r said the approval w as only for
phase one of the skate park, which m eans
it will include temporary h alf-pipes and
ramps rather than permanent ones. He said
while the Chicago Park District has accepted the idea of a permanent skate park, lOOT
has been reluctant.There is also the issue of
how to fund a permanent s kate park, which
Heller said will be more expensive because
it is a city project.
"It possibly could be done for less, but it's
a City of Chicago project," Heller said.
Heller said there was little opposition
to the park. Most of it was posted on message boards that discussed the new park's
location. He said the poster's main concern
about the skate park was that.it's placement
un derneath a busy highway could be harmful to the skaters' health.
Heller said the idea that skaters will be
harmed from breathing in car exhaust is
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The new skate park will be built underneath the Kennedy Expressway at the intersection of Logan Boulevard
and Western Avenue. Construction is expected to be completed in spring 2008.
.
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ridiculous.
"There will be no difference between skating at this skate park and walking down a
busy road," he said.
Another complaint was that the park
would be a hub for gang activity, which
Heller also refuted.
"The reality is if you provide an activity
space-for people, it's good for everyone;
he said.
Babbitt, who lives off the Ashland Avenue
and Division Street intersection, said issues
of skaters being nuisances or being associated with gang activity does not bother him.
He said he is just glad there is now an option

for skaters on the West Side of the city.
Babbittsaidhedidnotgotoehicago'sother
skate parks often because of their distance
from his apartrne~t. Instead he nonnally
skates at places like Roberto demente High
School, 1147 N.Western Ave. Babbitt said even
with the building of this new skate park closer
to his home, he and other skaters will still flock
to places like demente because of familiarity
and over-crowding at skate parks,
"Every skater has their special spot," he
said. "And even they are reluctant to tell
other skaters about that spot."

chronicle@colum.edu
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urbin holds roundtable discussion on violence
Illinois Senator t rying to
raise gang crimes t o t he
federal level
by Dana Nelson
City Beat Editor

and drug trafficking may no
longer be a city or statewide issue. With new
legislation pending in the House·of Representatives, gang crimes may become a federal crim e, m eaning longe r jail sentences
and harsher fines for those caught selling
drugs, recruiting members, committing violent acts and harassing witnesses.
~!'Jllice ~efs from Joliet, Elgin and Aurora
joined Chicago Police Deputy Superintendent Hiram Grau , State Rep. Linda Ch apa
LaVia (D-Aurora), Cook Coun ty Sh eriff Tom
Dart and U.S. Sen. Dick Durbin (D-Ill.)
at the Kluczynski Federal Building, 230 s.
Dearborn St., in a roundtable discussion
on Nov.26 about the new bill and problems
with gangs within their communit ies.
Durbin called for the discuss ion, which
· was to gather support for the Gang Abatement and Prevention Act. The act was passed
by the ?en'ate on sept. 21 and Durbin expects
it to pass in the House early next year.
Durbin said gan g m embers recognize
when a crime is too risky, and the bill would
discourage people from joining gangs as
they may spend twice as m uch time in jail
and two to three times as much in monetary fines.
In addition to making gang crimes federal rather than state crimes, the bill includes
funding of m ore than $175 million in the
next five years for gan g prevention programs and resources. The Attorney General
will set up "High Intensity Gang Activity
Areas," which will receive grants for t he
GANG VIOLENCE

purpose of increasing law enforcement in
those areas.
Dart said c h icago has done a tremendous job curbing gang activity. However,
Chicago's success h as been harming the
suburban areas surrou nding it.
"As we're driving these gangs out of our
city, they're going into others," Grau said.
"The t hing is to make mor.ey. They're going
to do it wherever they can."
Joliet Police Department Sgt.Tom Quillman said Joliet saw a lot of gangs coming
in around 1996.
"Once t hey come in, they start dealing
drugs or starting violence," Quillman said.
He said it was im portant to work with
gang intelligence orga nizations to curb the
problem because it takes time to track the
gang members and figure out wh o they are
without previous knowledge.
However, Elgin PQiice Chief Lisa Womack
and Aurora Police Chief william Powell said
the gang problem is not new in their communities. Womack said there was a decrease
in crime up until this summer, when there
was an upswing of gang-related violence.
Powell said Aurora has already partnered
with the federal government to arrest 21
individuals on h omicide charges.
Both Womack and Powell s poke on the
importance of prevention programs to keep
kids out of gangs and t he need for more
funding to su pport these programs. They
said programs like Cease Fire, which aim to
reduce violence through com munity education and outreach , have lost funding and
are unable to continue providing help to th e
community. Law en forcement officials also
n eed funding to increase the tech nology
available to help catch gang members,such
as the blue light cameras in Chicago.
"People were at first feeling like lit was!

U.S. Sen. Dick Durbin (0-111.) dtscusses the number of gang members tn ja tl wtth Cook County Sheriff Tom

Dart. Dart said only 250 of 10.000 prisoners were not gang members.
Andrew A. Nelles THE CHRONICLE

Big Brother," Grau said. "But now they welcome Jthe camerasJ."
However, not everyone supports turni ng
gang acti-vity into a federal crime. The Joh n
Birch Society, an organization committed to
restoring Constitutional liberties, opposes
the bill because it would take away essential
rights.
"A lot of these !bills] have very appealing
titles, like this on e. Certainly anyone sensible wants to abate the power of gangs, but
it's usually something that can be used and
directed at others besides gang mem bers,"
said John McManus, president of the J ohn
Birch Society. For example, the bill could be
used to stop people from possessing guns or
congregating on suspicion of gang violence.
I nan effort to reduce gun violence,the bill
will ban persons convicted of gang-related

offenses and th ose found in contempt of a
gang-injunction order from owning and
possessing guns. Gang inju nction orders
can include bans on wearing gang insignia,
meeting in groups, possessing alcohol or
any number of bans, depending on the laws
in the area.
By not allowing people to own guns or congregate, both First and second Amendment
rights are being violated, McManus said.
"It's too broad and it could impact lawabidin g people who want to demonstrate, in
addition to gang members and whoever else,"
McManus said. "But even gang members, I
wouldn't want to impede the right of a young
man to stand on the com er and demonstrate.
That's the right we all have in this country."
dnelson@chroniclemail.com
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Save 20% off our regular discount prices on any Lowepro Camera Bag
SLINGSHOT 200 AW
Unique sling design goes from "carry
mode" to " ready mode" In just seconds. Carried comfortably on the back.
It easily rotates to the front so you c an
get t o y ou r c amer a quic k ly. Th e
SlingShot 200 AW holds an SLR w ith
mid-range zoom lens attached 3-4 extra lenses and accessories and has a
full access lid to make loading it a
snap. AW = Bag Is ~quipped with an
ALL WEAT1iER Cover.

$71.95
Price After 20% 'D iscount
Regular Price: $89.95

A sampling of ottier Lowepro bags that we stock:
Regular Price Price after 20% Discount
Slingshot 100 AW .............
. . ........ . .. S69.95 ....................... ..... $55.95
Slingshot 300 AW
.. . . . ..............
..... S109.55 ..
. .............. S81.95
CompuDaypack {Burnt Orange) .. .....................,.. S49.95 ... .........
... S39.95
CompuDaypack {Slate Gray) ..
.......... S49.95
................ S39.95
CompuDaypack {Leaf Green) .....
..... .. S49.95 .............
. S39.95
CompuRover AW ......
. ... S189.95
........ $15'1 .95
Primus AW Backpack ..........
.... ....... $199.95 .
............... $159.95
Stealth Reporter 100AW ......
...... S89.95 .....
.. .. S71.95
.. .... S99 95
. .... S79 95
Stealth Reporter 200AW .. . ...... ....... .....
Stoalth Reporter 300AW
....... $11 9.95.
......... S95.95
Stealth Reporter 400AW ..
..... S129.95 ..
S103.95
Stealth Reporter S~OAW
..... $149 95
.. Sll 9.95
Stealth Reporter 650AW ...
.. ... S159 95
.. S127.95
Vcncx 300AW Bockpack .
... S249 95..
......... S1 9~.95
Vertex 200AW Backpack
........ $229.95
Sl83.95
Verlex 100 AW Aackpack
.... S179.95.
s 143.95
CornpuTrekkcr AW Backpack .....
.... $149.95 .......
...... $119.95
Compul rekkcr Plus AW Backpack
............ ST89 95
.............. S151.95
Rollirrg CompuTrckkor AW Backpack ............. .... S2 19 95 ..
S1 75 95
Rolling CompuTrekker Plus AW Backpack ....... S274.95 ............................ $219.95
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Gifts that give back
Join the cause and
give back to those
who need it most

-..;;:::::::=~

by Silvana Tabares
Assistant City Beat Editor
CHICAGOANS CAN t ake time th is h oliday
season to give back to their commun ities.
Numerous foundations, corporations and
politicians are offering several opportuniEmilia Klimiuk THE CHRONICLE
ties for Chicago residents to m ake a contribution to help u nderprivileged families Click for cans online food drive
Chicago Bears football player Devin
in need.
Hester and his m other, Juanita Brown, are
2007 Holiday Gift Drive for foster hosting Campbell's Chunky Soup's annual
"Click for Cahs" online food drive. To conchildren
Chicago White Sox baseball players tribute to the food drive, visit Chunky.com
Jim Thome a nd Paul
and click on the Ch icago Bears
Konerko have joined
helmet . The NFL team with the
the children 's Home
m ost clicks receives donations
a nd Aid a n d urge
of Ca mpbell's Chunky soup cans
th e co mmunity t o
toward their chosen local food
bank.
do nate holiday g ifts
Visit Chunhy.com and cast your
for childre n liv ing in
foster care. People can
vote before Dec. l5.
request a child's w ish
Volunteer at the Greater Chilist, donate unwrapped
gifts,gift cards or make
cago Food Deposit ory
a tax-deduct ible donaEmilia Kl imiuk THE CHRONICLE
Volunteers can donate t heir
tion until Dec. 12. The
time to help the Great er ChicaChildren's Home and Aid helps about 40,000 go Food Depository, which feeds soo,ooo
children and families every year overcome people each year. Volunteer as a delivery
poverty, abuse and neglect.
driver or help collect food at food industry
For a list of locations where to donate, visit shows.
ChildrensHomeAndAid.org .
Call (m) 247-3663 for more information.

-walter and Connie Payton Foundation's
Holiday Giving Program Toy Drive
Connie Payton, widow of Chicago Bears
football player Walter Payton, announced
her holiday giving program on Nov. 26.
Payton encourages the community to provide new toys to underprivileged ch ildren
in the state through the Illinois Department of Children an d Family Services.
Unwrapped gifts can be donated at various
participating locations throughout the Chicagoland area, including numerous Dominck's stores. In the South Loop, toys can
be dropped off at the 899 S.Plymouth Court
Condo Association Monday through sunday
between 4 p.m. and 1i p.m. on Dec. 7, and at
the Chicago Community Bank, 47 W. Polk
St ., Monday through Friday from 9 a.m. to
6 p.m. on Dec.I7.
Visit Payton34.com for more information on
the Walter and Connie Payton Foundation Toy
Drive drop-offs.

Emilia Klimiuk THE CHRONICLE

Coat drive
Th e Ch icago Bears have partnered with·
Jewel-Osco for their 19th annual coat drive
to benefit the Salvation Army and public
schools in the Chicagoland area. Coats can
be dropped off at any Jewel-Osco store in
Chicago until Jan. 4.
For store locations, visit JewelOsco.com or
ChicagoBears.com/community.
Keep OUr Kids Warm and Safe

Illinois First Lady Patricia Blagojevich
launched her annual Keep Our Kids Warm
and Safe campaign at the James R.Thompson Center, 100 W. Randolph St., on Nov. 26.
The campaign collects donations of win ter
clothing and car seats for local charities.
Nearly 140,000 winter clothing items and
child safety seats have been collected since
t he program began in 2003. People can
donate new or gently used winter coats and
accessories as well as new car seats at many
of the state's agency officesi n Illinois.
·For more information, visit Il.gov~ · · ·

Emilia Klimiuk THE CHRONICLE

El Ranchito

stabims@chroniclemail.com '

16 E. 95th St.
60619
773-785-9865

C hicago, IL

2829 N. Milwaukee (773) 227-1688
Sun-Thurs: Sam -2am
Fri. and Sat. :8am-5am
Music 7 days a week.

1 250 S. Union Ave.

60607
312-773-7820

Chicago, IL

Free Fries With A ll Sandw iches
Bring this coupon in for a
FREE CAN OF POP
with any sandwich purchase.
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Sears' 99 percent drop in 3Q profit prompts selloff
~

[IT]

Weak sales for
Sears and Kmart
department stores

by Dave Carpenter

is start ing to conclude that
w hen it comes to running a departmentstore company, Eddie Lampert is a terrific
hedge-fund ma nager.
Nearly three years after pairing ailing
Seats and Kmart under his control, the
investment whiz e ncountered his biggest
trouble yet in the third quarter in trying to
turn around par ent Sears Holdings Corp.,
which he chairs.
The company earned just $2 million in a
dismal performance that heightened questions about Lampert's strategy and Seats'
future as a retailer, prompting a double digit selloff in its stock Nov. 29.Sales at both
chains' s tores worsened, pro fit margins
eroded badly and Lampert no longer was
able to rely on cost-cutting to shine up the
bottom line.
"Unfortunately, visits to the stores show
very little evidence that Mr. Lampert has
figured out the magic sauce that makes
good retailers profitable a,nd we doubt that
we will see that in the near and medium
term," Credit Suisse analyst Gary Balter
said in a research note about Sears entitled
"Death Spiral?"
" It should be clear to investors that if
Sears continues to try to make it as a retailer, it will likely not happen."
Responding en masse to the 99 percent
profit decline, investors pummeled Sears'
stock amid a growing exodus of those who
had believed Lampert w ould figure out a
WALL STREET

Sears Holdings Corp. reported a 99-percent drop in
third-quarter profit on Nov. 29.
AP

way to tum the company around.
Shares tumbled $U.2S, or 10.5 percent,
to close at $104.09 on Nov. 30 after dipping
as low as $98.25- barely h alf the peak of
5195.18 in April.
The compa ny signaled little hope for
improvement in the near future, either, in
a challenging retail environment that adds
to the pressure on Lampert to either get
h elp for the retail operation or do some thing else.
"He wanted to be the next Warren Buffett,
but Warren Buffett never stepped in and ran

these guys can have the ir multi-million
dollar signing bonuses ... and all the things
that are benefiting them," Turley said.
Continued from PG. 33 Though some professional athletes make
large sums of money, that wasn't the case in
Gridiron Greats urges NFL players the past, said Anthony Krautmann, a profesto help retired predecessors in
sor of economics at DePaul University who
need
researches sports economics.
"These guys never (played! in the time
conditions .
period where salaries were hundreds of
It's the responsibility of the owners and the thousands or millions of dollars like they
union to take care of the players, Ditka said. are today," Krautmann said.
These players are "broken down" players,
Carl Francis, director of Communications
for the NFL Players Association said he has many may not have managed their finances
well, and they're hoping to appeal to the
no comment regarding the issue.
According to a NFL Players Association current players' union to be able to get some
document on benefits, active players gave assistance, Krautmann said.
Most of the retired players who apply to
up $147.5 million in 2006 for retired players'
benefits. The amount includes $20 million the Gridiron for assistance do so because
of the lack of disfor disability benefits for
former players.
a bility s upport
they receive from
The union has a p t he players' union,
proved 42.6 percent of
Smit h said.
players who applied for
"There's enough
disability benefits from - Mike Ditha,former Chicago Bears
coach
money out there to
1993to June 2007, or 428
take care of these
applicants of the 1,.!>04
people," Ditka said. "Do the right thing,
who applied.
Turley's initiative began w it h a letter that's all we're asking."
The "flawed" program h as led to h eartthat was distributed to the locker rooms of
each of the 32 NFL teaiOS, urging t hem to breaking stories, according to a Gridiron
Greats document.
donate on Dec. 23.
According to t he organization, retired
One hundred p erce nt of the mon ey
donated will go to retired players in need, players s uch as Willie Jones and Brian
said Jennifer·smith, executive director of DeMarco are suffering because of the lack
of support from the players' union .
the Gridiron Greats Assistance Fund.
Jones suffered various injuries while playTurley said he has support from 15 to 20
players so fat, including interest from some ing for the Kansas City Chiefs that caused
Bears players, though h e would not provide temporary paralysis of his body. He never
fully recovered and has consta nt pain and
names.
The mos t important issue is supporting loss of feeling in some fingers. In addition,
he has no control over his bodily functions
retired players, Turley said.
'?oung men (should! stand alongside because of a recent surgery. His NFL insurthese greats of the gam e that have come ance will be cut off soon and he was denied
before the m and paved the way so that total arid permane nt disability by the NFL,

a company," said retail consulta nt Howa rd
Davidowitz. "Warren Buffett always bet
on great managers. Eddie Lampert bet on
himself to run a retail company w here he
had no background."
Sears no longer h olds conference calls
under Lampert and the c h airman, w h o
heads ESL Investments lnc., does not comment routinely on quarterly ea rnings.
The Hoffman Estates, ilL-based company, which earlier this week said it may buy
out the rest of retro-themed retailer Restoration Hardware Inc., narrowly avoided
its first loss with net income of a penny a
share. That was down from a profit of $196
million, or $1.27 per share, a year ago and
far off the consensus estimate of SO cents
per share from analysts surveyed by Thomson Financial.
Sales for the quarter that ended on Nov.3
slipped 3 percent to sn.s billion from $ll.9
billion.
"We are very disappointed in our performance for the third quarter," said Aylwin
Lewis, chief executive and president, in a
statement. "We cannot blame our results
entirely on the retail a nd macro-economic
environments. We have much on which to
improve and are working hard to do so."
Reta il consultant George Rosenbaum
thinks acquiring Restoration Hardware- a
widely questioned move- would be a "bold
and correct move," en abling Sears to add a
trendier brand to its current offe rings. But
that's n ot nearly enough, he indicated.
"They can't cut costs any more, or only
marginally," he said. "They have to become
merchants."
AP

»DITKA

"Do the right thing,

that's all we're asking."

Mike Ditka, a former Chicago Bears coach, said the
NFL Players Association does not help retired players
who need assistance.
Tim Hunt THE CHRONICLE

according to the Gridiron Greats.
Similarly, Brian DeMarco suffered 15
fractures in his spine and other debilitat ing injuries, which led to an early retirement from the Cincinnati Be ngals. He has
been homeless various times, according to
Gridiron Greats information. His disability
applications have been lost, according to
the organization .
"I don't see h ow anyone could deny the
seriousness of this situation ," Turley said.
Also, the pligh t retirees face now may be
a problem in the future. Krautmann said
it's important for active players to support
causes like these because they may need
the m in the future.
"If they h ad enough fo resight they probably would be willing to divvy up some of
their current salary to h e lp those today
so that hopefully it will be there for them
tomorrow," Krautmann said.
bschlikennan@chroniclemail.com
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Outreach worker demands
government take action to
stop violence
it to happen," Foulkes said.
Alderman Howard B. Brookins, Jr. (21st
Ward) said it is time for the community of
Chicago to unite and not give in to those
who take innocent life.
"As legislators, as community activists ,
we are going to come togetl1er and work to
make sure that we get the guns out of the
h ands of those who will go through and
indiscriminately shoot up and kill people
in our commuruty," Brookins said.
He said he pledges to work with community residents and organizations such
as CeaseFire, ai\ anti-violence organization, to clean up the communities.
.
CeaseFire docume nts data on shootings and killings in neighborhoods and
focuses on decreasing and preventing
homicide and gun violence in the city
and counties.
In response to the shooting on NOV: 23,
Get M Girlz storeowner Eric He nderson
said he is offering a $5,000 reward for any
infonnation leading to the arrest of the
three offendeiS )Nho killed Long.
"We don't have foreign terrorjsts, we
have local terrorists here," Henderson said
in regard to the offenders terrorizing the
communities.
Andrew Ho\.mes, legislative aide for
State Representative Milton PatteiSon's
office for the 32nd District, added $1,000
to the reward.
"We're going to be working diligently
with the Chicago Police Department,
CeaseFire, the ministries., the communities, the aldermen, state representatives,
and we're going to bring these people to
justice;• Holmes said.
Ame ena Matthews, an outreach
worker for Cease Fire, said it n ot only
takes t he effort of communities to bring
closure to the violent situations but of
the state, city, legislators and the gover-;
nor to help Chicago neighborhoods end
violen ce.
"The governor needs to stand up and
bring back the funds (fori CeaseFire,".Matthews said. "It's time to put the ball in the
governor's court. ...We're living in fear out
here and it's not OK."
The Rev. Robin Hood,acleigyorganizer
for CeaseFire, said Illinois legislators need
to renew funding for CeaseFire.
"It's the only thing we have that has
brought shootings down," Hood said.

a
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Vashtella Friley, Harold Long·s grandmother.
mourns his death a t a candlelight vigil on
Nov. 27.
Rachael Strecher THE CHRONICLE
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PERFORMANCE ART and STREET THEATER PROPOSALS
MANIFEST URBAN ARTS FESTIVAL
FRIDAY, MAY 16, 2008 / SOUTH LOOP ARTS COORIDOR
TICTOC is currently accepting performance proposals from current .students and
·
alumni from Columbia College Chicago.
TICTOC includes art pieces that are site specific to the environment in and around
Columbia 's South Loop campus. Proposals should have a strong visual element
and can involve short, durational, interactive, static, solo, or collaborative work.
From private rituals made public to fiercely political work to the essentially
whimsical , TICTOC is committed to presenting diverse examples of performance
that engage and confront audiences.
Questions? For more information, please contact Performance Series Producer,
John Rich at TICTOC@colum.edu.
TICTOC proposals must be submitted online at:
www.manifest.colum.edu.

DEADLINE: February 15, 2008
Supported by the student activity fee through the Office of College-wi
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coopin the Loop: Helmet hair could save your lne
He's an avid cyclist who likes to ride his
bike in the city because it's a cheap, quick
and efficient way to get around. A trip that
takes me 40 minutes on public transit takes
him 10 minutes on his bike. He also touts
that bikes don't pollute and that he gets a
workout while commuting.
But Ian is not prone to wearing a helmet.
He rarely~ears one, and when he does, it's
·usually as a result of my begging.
But I bet he's glad I pleaded for him to
wear his helmet on Nov. 25 when it saved
him from having a serious injury.
Ian was coming home from work at 1:30
a.m. wh en he was run off the road by a car.
He jumped the curb and flipped over his
handlebars, landing on his fa~. Although
he didn't sustain any serious injuries, his
face is now scraped, swollen and bruised.
The helmet he was wearing is ruined.
This minor accident could have potentially been serious and deadly. After all, the
streets of Chicago are scary. Drivers are
fast and unpredictable. I get scared just as
a pedestrian.
SO for my peace of mind and yours,here are
some bike safety tips from BikeTraffic.org.
Gear
Always wear a h elmet. The aforementioned ugly helmet is important. They may

by Becky Schllkerman
Assistant City Beat Editor
Bike safety isn't the·coolest thing to talk
about. And safety measures, such as the
$nky,gaudyand bulky helmets,are rarely
stylish.
But biking is a dangerous activity with
real consequences. According to BikeTrafftc.org, the·Chicagoland Bicycle Federation's v;ebsite, an average of 1,000 people
die in bicycle accidents il\ the United 'States
each year. Three-fourths of those are due
to head injuries. SOme cyclists experience
permanent brain damage after cycling
accidents.
My boyfriend, Ian, could have been one
of those people.

be annoying to carry around when you're think about the fact that a short bike ride
not riding the bike, ruin your hair and could turn deadly.
I know I'm glad Ian was wearing h is
during the summer they make a hot day
even hotter. But these inconveniences can helmet that night, n o matter how goofy
he may have looked wearing it.
save a bicyclist's life.
Prepare for night riding by using reflec·
bschlihemlan@chroniclemail.com
tive accessories, such as reflective tape,
spoke reflectors, pedal reflectors and a
reflective safety vest. Also make sure to
have a rear light and a headlight to be visible to drivers.

Fit
Make sure the bike fits. Buy a frame
that is adequate for you based on ·height,
weight and how you ride. Adjust the seat
and handlebars to be comfortable.
Aw areness
Communicate with drivers by using
arm signals, such as extending your right
arm to make a right tum. Yield to cars
and w:hen riding out of alleys or concealed
places and make noise by yelling or using
a whistle. Also, don't wear headphones
while riding. A cyclist should be aware of
his surroundings.
Although a totally safe cyclist may look
silly and dated wearing a helmet, a reflective vest and using hand signals, those
precautions could save a life.
Before hopping on a bike next time,

Kimi Badger THE CHRONICLE

InOtb81ews
Man crashes into house

Employee nabbed for pot Innocent man sues city

Alleged Peterson helper

A32-year-old male was put under psychiatric observation on Nov. 27 after running
his car into his parents' house in Monee, Ill.
1
the previous day, according to the Chicago
Tribune. Afrer the male backed into a driveway across the street from the house, he
accelerated into the front door, witnesses
said. The male destroyed an interior wall,
furniture and a home entertainment centPr.
There weren't any injuries. According to
Monee Deputy Police Chief John Cipkar, the
male drove into the house after a disagreement with his mother.

Chicago police arrested Lamour Holloway,
an employee in t he Cook County public
defender's office, for accepting a package of
marijuana on Nov.27,according to the Chicago Sun-Times. The marijuana was intercepted by the Chicago Police Department's
Narcotics and Gang Investigation Section
earlier that day and was later delivered as
scheduled to the public defender's office by
a policeman posing as a UPS deliveryman.
After about half an hour, Holloway put t he
38-pound package in a vehicle outside the
office and was arrested. The marijuana was
valued at $105,000, police said.

Marlon Pendieton, so, who spent 12 years
in prison for being wrongfully convincted
for rape, is suing the City of Chicago, two
Chicago police detectives and a former
police crime lab analyst for skewing the
evidence to make him guilty, according to
the Chicago Sun-Times. Afrer DNA evidence
proved him innocent, Pendleton was freed
in December 2006. Pendleton's lawyer said
Pamela Fish, the former crime lab analyst,
was "notorious for being involved with
sl!oddy lab work." The article did not state
how much Pendleton was suing for, but he
is also asking for Gov. Rod Blagojevich to
pardon him, which would give him $140,000
compensation from the state.

A relative of Drew Peterson, the husband
of the missing Stacy Peterson, told a friend
on Oct. 28 he was afraid he had helped
Peterson dispose of his wife's body, according to the Chicago Tribune. The relative,
who the Chicago Tribune did not identify,
was so traumatized by the event that he
was hospitalized on Oct. 30 for a suicide
attempt. According to another unidentified
source, Peterson asked the relative to help
him move something from h is home. The
two removed a 4-foot-long rectangular plastic container and put it in Peterson's SUV.
The relative told his friend the container
was warm and weighed about 120 pounds.
Peterson's attorney said the allegations
were only a rumor.

Purse snatcher

Persistent panhandler

A 26-year-old female reported her purse
stolen to police at South Loop Condominiurns, 1620 S. Michigan Ave., on Nov. 24.An
unknown male offender in his 20s, who
wore a brown vest, snatched the victim's
black leather purse off h er shoulder as
she entered the condominium building.
The offender fled southbound from the
residence, according to the police report.
The victim's Illinois driver's license, debit
card and keys were stolen, and the black
leather purse with butterfly sequins was
valued at $60.

A male witness became impatient with a
male panhandler Y{.ho stood on BP Amoco
property, so W. Congress Parkway, and
harassed customers for money as they
entered and exited the gas station. On Nov.
23, the witness advised the offender to leave
BP Amoco property and stop approaching
customers, but the offender refused, according to the police report. Police responded
and took the offender into custody. He was
warned to refrain from entering the gas
station property again.
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Cabbie quarrel

Cafe theft

1'\lml caager Mt

CDmpilnl by duonicle staffthrough infOTII!IltU>n pn1Vihd by IM doimgo Poliu Depdrtmmt.

A 37-year-old female h ad her wa lle t
stolen while dining at Caribou Coffee, 800
S. Wabash Ave., on Nov. 17. The vict im left
her coat hanging from the rear of the chair
where she was seated and an unknown
offender took her pink w a llet from her
coat. The victim's driver's license a nd
credit cards were in t he wallet.

Cabbie quarrel
A customer took a taxi cab to the Hilton
hotel, 720 S. Michigan Ave., on Nov. 27 and
got into a confrontation with the cab driver,
according to the police report. The taxi cab
driver did not have change to give the customer and an altercation erupted. The cab
driver called the customer a "f--· head" many
tunes. Asecunty guard from the Hilton hotel
intervened and called police. The cab driver
fled the scene. The cab fare was paid.
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